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Study pinpOints acid rain solutions
ByLI.. Mlller
Staff Writer

A fUtering proc~ -:owd be
used to remove s"Jlfar dioxide
from Southern Illinois coal
smoke, redu.:ing a('id rain anc
producing mnre state jobs,
according to a UrtivefS;ty
study.

The U.S. Department of
Energy selected SIU-C to do
the study, determining the
economic impact of p 'Op088ls
to reduce acid rain ca'U'ed by
sulfur dioxide emissimlS wlK.. ...
coal is burne1.
David Arey, assistant
director of the Coal Research
Center, said the University

wu cboseo because its in the
heart of the state's coal .nining
region.
Jar.et K06Cianski, economics
graduate student, and Arey
complett!d the ar.alysis in
January.
".cid rain primarily is

~= brr~orr ~t!ulf~

etmOllpbere. The acid e::J.itted
in factory sm'*e, rises to thE:
Clouds and comes down with
the rain. Acid rain corrodes
buil~ and pollutes streams
and laJtes and the animal life in
them, Arey said.
Coal is the leading source of
energy in the United States
and Southern Illinois provides

85 percent of the nation's coal,
Ar.:y I18!d.
•
Several bills baV,. ~-en introdu..'ed in Congress in past
years to solve tue environmental problem of
reducin, acid rain. To reduce
acid ram, the suHur dioxide
See AOC, Page 8

Drug testing OK'd
by Suprelne Court
WASHINGTON (St<NSi The Supreme Court, in its first Court hears flag case
rulings on drug ksting in the
-Page 11
workplace, held Tuesdc-y tt.al ---------------some workeis in sensitive requiring drug testS for
government !lasts and some workers seeking jobs that
railroaders in safety-se:lSitive require handling .' ..:lassified"
jobs can be forced to undprgo material.
The two decisions start what
drug tests
The justices ruled 7-2 t!lat is expected to I.Je a string of
federal regulations requiring
blood ana uri"p tests for train ~~~me tmCOli~~ts d~Ci!:,~~
crews involved in accidents place ~rug testing under the
Amendment's
serve compeIlir,.;; government Fourth
against
interests that "outweigh prohibition
emplovees' privacy concerns" "unreasonable searches."
The court already is
even when there's no suspicion
weighing whether railroads
of drug .Jr alcohol use.
In a separate 5-4 opinion, the cen require drug testing as
justices cited sinu.iar reasons
for upbolding a.s. Customs See DRUGS, Page 8
Service rules that require drug
tests for employees wbo want
Gus Bode
~
to work in drug interdiction or
hold jobs in which they carry
guns.
The justices, however, asked
a lower ccurt to study if the Gus says If you're sensitive
Customs Service is justified in to tests, don't use drugs

.~r~,~
~

Hot stuff
Steve Graddy, soph'lmore in automotive
tech,lOlogy from Mount Vernon, weldS at
the welding and metal fabrication shop

Simon's competition seeks
GOP nomination to Senate
By Oenlel Wellen berg
StaffWnter

The first RepubJican to
ilublicly aunounce plans to
eek the senatorial seat
c'lrrent1v held by U.S. Sen.
Paill Simon said Simon would
bP .,Jnerable in a campaign
ior the seat.
An exploratory committee
11& .. ~n formed by a Chicago
busin~ssman to seek the
Hepubllcan nomination to
opPife Simon in his yet-t~be
ann<>unced bid for the U.S.
Senate in 1990.
Simon, D-Makanda, annoullced earlier this year tha t
his candidacy for a second

This ~foming
Navymlssle
matfl :nL+i..,ns
-PR.ge 14

Teenr. say no
to abstinance
- Page 16

Spring footbaJI
practice begins
- Sports 24·

Gasoline tax hike
fuels local debate

term as senator was not official but was a "safe bet" and
tha t an official announcement
would be made late this year.
Gary E. MacDougal, 52, is
the former board chairman of
Mark Controls Corp. in Skokie,
a
building
control
management company, alld is
seeking support from state
Republicans
for
the
nomination.
MacDougal has never held
an elected offi('e but has
workeci on various pnlitical
campaigns, inclu. g a
national adviser posiwon to
President George Bush's
campaign, Nan(.,"}, Schiller, a

By Jackie Splnn.,
StaffWrfter

Gary E. MacDougal
spokeswoman for MacDougal,
said.
See NOMNAT1ON, Page 8

Number of toxic accidents
no surprise to Illinois EPA
By Richerd Nunez
StH:'! Writer

Environmental Protection
Agency officials in Sprin~field
are 'lot surpr.sed that Illinois,
according to a recent study,
leads tile nation in the number
of railroad accidenls involving
toxic chemical spills.
"That's not 8 blg surprise to
as here in the agency, because
Illinois has more railroad
track! lnan any other state b
tht: nation," Will F'lower,
gpo!f.t'~rnan for the EPA, said.

on Tuesday. The shop Is located on the
College Of Technical careers campus at
Carterville.

The study by the Illinois
Public Action Council said 49
railroad accidents involving
toxic spills occurred in 1987, up
four f::-(Im 1986 and seven times
greater than the national
average, Robert Creamer,
p-xf;Cutive director of IPAC,
said.
Flower !laid the reason
Hhnois probably has the
highest spill rate is because
traina and trucks carrying
Wxic chemicals from all over
See TOXIC, Page 8

Debate over a proposed 1cent gas tax increase fueled
the City Council m=-a
Tuesday night u the c
split sUPP.Ort for the increase.
Councilmen John Yow and
John Mills agreed that a 2-cent
increase on the food and
beverage tax would provide
the necessary funds for a
northern bypass study without
placing a burden 00 the gas
stations.
A I-cent increase is
estimated to generate $135,<'00
in funds.
.. A gas tax should be the last
resort," Yow said. He added
that certain areas of the city's
budget could be cut back to
obtain the funds for the study.
However Councilman Keith
Tuxhorn disagreed.
"A food anil beverage tax is
not being specific," Tuxhorn
said, "Let's put a road-related
tax on a road-related
business."
Greg Veach, represer.ting
Veach Oil, told the council that
"the public would rabler pay a
tax on a luxury item than on a
commodity sut'.b u gasoline."
He added that it was unfair
to rr.ake the consumers and
gu dealers fund a road that
would not benefit them.
The owner cl ~an'a

Amoco and Gu Tyme, 1107 W.
Main, said he wu P lr-ady
operating at a JOGS.
"Where is that cent going to
come from?" Mike Cochran
asked the council.
Cochran added that competiti.:m is a msjor upect of
the gasoline industry and
making up a COUl>le cl cents
carJrnUea bigdiflerence.
"I don't MOW too many
'Jusinesses than can withstand
ttult kind of loss " he added.
Tuxhorn said with 19 gas
stlltions in Carbondale and 75
reJtauranta and bars the gas
tax would offend less people.
"I doo't think one penny 00
the gallon is I~ to make that
much difference, ' he said.
Milia said ht! wu concern.ed
that the gal stations might go
out cl business because of the
extra tax.

The council

approved

a

~m.T~~~0:rfC:r~'!r1r!
that would route traffic around
the ciO rather than thrOUib i~.
The lllinois Department of
Transportion agreed to fund 50
percent of the study by fiscal
year 1991.
Councilman Richard I'tiorris
did not comment 01; the
proposal by 9: 30 p.m.
The councU will further
diIcusa tlJe propc68.I at its next
meeting March 28.

1 he Hillel Foundation &
Congregation Beth J~cob

Store/WarehOllse
SPACE
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As Low As

Passover Seder
5:30 Renaissance Room
SIU Sruder>t ':enter
Tickets S 15
Students S 10
MU5t RSVP OJ' Wed. April ",h. l'.jonev nun·retun,bble.
Ca.11 .157-4007 (no later thai; 9'()(lpm.)

$2.!!ll Sq. ft.
800/60,000 Sq. ft.
Available
For More Information Call

684-6606

Singhz?
Wcz'rcz flvailab!cz.
To Do Your
Was", That Is!
Drop ,t Off

Mon.-Sat. "-2:30

LUNCH BUFFET $3.95
\VEDNESDAY DINNER BUFFET H.95
• Beef wrth Bn.:",.(:.oli

• Fnt...-J

• Sc.lood Won.••

\\'onhlfl

Service

~..."t;ct & Sour Pork

• Onion Rin~/,o
• Fric~ Pota{oc-~
• Hush Puppit:-!Io

• Jumbo Shrimp & Snov.' p~$

w~WJi1L

• Chiclecn Curry
• RBQ Chich" Win;;s

=

-151t.cmllo

Ii

•

• Hawaiian

Fish

)czffrqy Laundromat

• Moo Goo Gai Pan

311 W. Main
7am Iii Midnight

\206 S. Wall 457·4510i

549-1898

I,
III.

Uni\'ersitv \Vomen's Professional Advancement will be
•
I ~ecognizing Cam pus 'Vomen of Distinction -- two students,
I two civil service employees, two administrative/
I professional employees, and two faculty -- for their unique
,; contributions tc and achievements in education, research,
;, service, committee activities, and other sigilificant areas.
\ Individuals and University organizations can nominate
)i indil;duals for (his honor. I\'ominations are accepted until
I April 10, 1989 by Dr. Vma ~~karan, V\YPA. Nf1'mination
: forms are available frum l\ts. Pam Brandt (Tel # 536-3364),
\1s. Frances Gillman (536-7791) and Dr. Uma Sekaran
1~53-33()7; 453-1366}.
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Afghan rebels retreat from Jalalabad airport
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (UP!) - Heavy bombing by Afghan
warpianeF killed tiix guerrillas Tuesday and forced U.S.-backed
rebels to retre.!.t from the airport at the besieged city of
Jalalabad in eastern Afghanistan, rebel sources said. "The
Mujahideen were forced out of the airport by heavy bombing but
continued to attack regime troops west of the airport" on the 16th
day of efforts to capture the strategic city, said one ret-c! .3oorce.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (UPD - Police used
buckshot and tear gas Tuesday to disperse mobs of blacks
stoning buses in a surge of township unrest marking the 29th
anniversary of the "Sharpeville massacre" in which 69 blacks
erotesting apartheid laws died in police IlUniire.

U.S., PLO ready for next meeting Wednesday
TUNIS, Tunisia (UP[) - The United States and the PLO will
hold their first meeting Wednesday under the Bush· administration, amid growing pressure in Israel for direct talks
between the Jewish state and the Palestine Liberation
O!'~anization. The discussions will be the second official talks
between the United States and.the PLO.

Bush claims votes to kllfmlnlmum wage plan
WASlllNGT0N (UPl) - President Bush, in a pre-emptiv~
strike to promote his own proposal, said Tuesday he lined up
enough support in the Senate to kill a Democratic pLin to increase the minimum wage. Calling reporters into the OVal Off~
• day.before the HOWie was t9 consider the issue, Bush held up il
letter with-the sigItatUl'es' tit 35' ~.blican senr.tors and said it
gave me adminiStration the strepgtt to sust..a.in a presidenial
veto of any unacceptable minimum wage package.

Thrifts suffer major lo~s~s In late 1988
WASHINGTON (UP!) - The troubled savings and loan industry suffered $2.3 billion in losses in the fourth quarter of 1988,
up from $l.8 billion in the third quarter, the Federal Home Loail
Bank. Board said Tuesday. "The problems in the industry COBtinue to be heavily concentrated in the Southwest, though in
fewer thrift!> than last 9uarter since more troubled thrifts have
been resolved or stabilized through bank board actlons," said
James Barth, chief board economisl

Unions try to tighten the screws on Lorenzo
MIAM1 (UP!) - Eastern's unions sought Tuesday to tighten
the economic SCl'eV\'S on owner Frank Lorenzo by urging con·
sumers to boycott Eastern and sister airline Continental, and by
raising conceJ.llS about safety at strike-bound Eastern. In
another development, Eastern propo.;ed that its unions be included in a creditors committee expected to be formed Wednesday in the company's bankruptcy case.

davs till
free COllies
r

~l

BEIRUT. Lebanon <uP!) - Three Irish soldiers serving with
the U.N. pt:acekeeping force in southern Lebanon were killed
Tuesday by an exploding land mine as rival Christian and
Moslem forces fought in Beirut for a ninth day, authorities said.
"Three Irish soidiers were at 9: 30 8.m. on a routine trip between
U.N. positions, when their truck ran over a mine. Two of thew.
were killed instanUy and or.e severely wouade<i died later," said
Patrick Koejh, a spokesman for the U.N. Interim Forces in
southern Lebanon.

South African police fi~e on black protesters

University
llllomen of Distinction

i:

Irish sold~ers serving U. N.
dis In Lebanon mine blast

Fluff-Dry Laundry

~

• Ej;gRoU
• Crab Rango{Xl

worln Inatfon

state

t1 -That's right, for 24 hours st~rti~g

Planned site for town hall
may be big for building

k

PINCKNEYVILLE (UP!) - Local government is grawing
larger in this Southern Illinois town of 3,400 -larger, perha~,
than the town can hancilt:. Ulayor Joe Holder said Tuesd3.y City
officials have learned that a new 20,000 square-foot, $700,000 city
hall, which they hope to have under construction by June 1 and
finished by Christmas, might be loa big to fit on the planned site.

~'~ Good

Friday at 12:01 A~J1 to midnight
March 24th you can help yourself to
free copies on one of Kinko's 5
self-serve machines. ( /

IdnltO'~®

J

the copy center

It,

549-0788 • 715 S. University • across from SIU
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Retiring museum curator returns to making art
f '.'.

By Kathleen 08Bo

.'

.

'!."
~~lt';~"':~

tradition in Africa that goes
b2ck hundreds of years. It is
Aft~r 23 years, E', -!rt
~~.
! quite sophisticated and the
Johnson is letti~g go of one
~
~
,'lit';
. ,J"r' "~A~'
Western world hasn,'t paid
relc.tlOnship and getting back
_ ~
~~' ... !
)<J::.:
#-',
much atten~~oll to It until
to hiS true love,
,
...
I,.....~:.', ...... ::Ii'.....
""1 I recent yea rs, Johnson said.
His true love is art and h·~ is
•
;
~~....
~
~
1
He said he would like to set'
l
. ~ .
'A
\. ,
~
\ ~..
I the, museum expanded to. an
letting go of his re1:ltionship
with the University as the
.0
~ 4
~~
.
1
.' .
~ntJre bUlldmg and nOlo Just
UDlverslty Museum's art
"'\",~".\
~~
I
tucked away m a corn~r of
euralor, He w;I] retire March
, . ,)\~\
.
Faner where many students do
31.
.",:". Y, ,,:'--'.,f;'s,,·
r.ot notice it.
"I plan to go back to making
,.,::." ~:I,' . ~~ ••. ~,;"
"It takes donors and
art, which I haven't done for s f ' . :;:,."", ,.• '.:'
benefactors, I'd like to see the
number of years," he said,
,.. ~.:\.".,,,~... ~":':"".
museum. have an endowment,
Johnson said he esJ,IeCially:.'\ "::'''''<: "
and n~t Just be suhJec:t to the
, .. ~'\ .",
vSJj!arles of state fundmg," he
enjoys pamting, ceramics and
working with metal.
. "~"'::;
said,
,
":I/one of which l've been a
(.,c~:'*"
........ ';,Y"
...., ,~. !.~ .,
l'
More f;tndm~ neecs to be,the
master at, but over the years
::(.'" ..... /..
'
l' .
~J
museum s, prtmt' objective,
I've taught just about ../'" ,'~ . ,,~"" '.
,(,."
J~~:lSonsald,
..
everything/' he said.
t,.
) ,
.. ~,.- .
'!Ie are preservIng the
Johnson said he also will be a
hentage of the area, the
consultant for other museums
history and the contemporary
and state museum panels and
areas," hesalti,
plans to do some volunteer
Jolmson &aid he would like to
work.
travel when he retires.
"I'd like to take my wife to
the West Coast area. She's
At SIU-C, he has taught 20th
century art history and filled "~--~~"L---------~---~-------=~~ff~Poo~t~Ob~Y~~~d~j~~'~r~~ never been there, " he said,
Jolmson said he was a
in for an art faculty member
teacher and museum director
one summer by teaching From left: Nancy Lowery, student wo!1(er; Everet
student and Lissa SWeets, graduate assistant,
at
a college in Virginia when a
beginning ceramics.
Johnson, retiring art teacher and University
stand In ~ of the sculpture, "can't You Read"
friend recommended SIU-C
He also has taught an ~
by Frank Brown at the University M.Jseum. Evert approach him to be a curator
troduction to museum Museum curator; Kevin Veara and Marti"
is retiring after 23 years at the University.
"They (the University)
technology course as part of Munson, graduate assistants; fran!( Brown, art
approached mt' int., which is
the School of Art for the last 15
collections and bringing small !'"luseums, That's the nationally noticed. We could a little strange. That was in
years, he said.
Johnson said, "Most people together the pieces for strength of our program," he put it together because we had 1966," J Qhnson said,
The Universi~ at that time
said.
don't know anything at all exhibits.
a good, solid core program in
"Curaling is ~ands,on,
Johnson said his favorite metals and a small museum," was similar to what it is now in
about the inner working!. C1l
size, bu! was a little more easy
delling with wo=-ks of art as exhibit is one th..t tri almost hest.id.
museums."
He said that one of the most opposed to purely ad- two years to prepare and
Johnson said it was the high going beau..--se mooey was not
eventually traveled to the point of the museum's ac- as tight, Johnson said.
n:.inistrative work," he said.
~~cati:c~:: ~1:: His lob also gives him ~ Smithsonian 1D Washington, tivities while he was there.
"The whole country was,
He learns from the studer.lS as portunities for close, one-on-- D.C.
He said metal-working is a economically, in a growth
cycle," be said.
"Iron - Solid Rock, U.S.A, bobby of his.
one contact with students,
theJelea::ld~~c:~~~rs Johnson said.
1716-1976" covered WO years of
Former
University
"U's a way 01. working of'
curatin(. the most interesting
"I've never triect to train metalworking in the United frus':rations. I take them out on President Delyte Morris bad
aspect 01. his job, although he students in connoisseursbip. States.
been president for sever al
the anvil," be S81d.
"It was a very hig project.
does some administrative They become jacks 01. all
He also bas been interested years and was instrumente.' in
work.
the Univenity's gro':t'th,
trades, masters of none, which We bad conferences and in African metal-working.
Curating is caring for is what is needed at many workshops about it and it was
"They have a metal-working Johnson said.
Stat! Writer
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IIIROMR'S
PIZZ8
Wednesday Special
LARGE liTEM
& 2-32 oz. Pepsis

Happy Hour All Day & NIght EverY Wed,
tchern

OrlLy
'7

Includes Pilcher (;f
Pepsi or Beer
(with proof of age) with

Eal-In

Orde~

Open for Lunch Delivery
Mon-Sat 11 am
Wednesday Special not valiC Wl1l'l <YlY
ott-er coupons, no ,lbsnlulior..

---..,
~ T-BIRDS ~
51 5 S. II. C'dale
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529·1344

~,................................................

When You're Not # 1, ~
You Simply Try Harderl

'"

~~

r'

~

~

40 ¢ !I
I

inlNested in
workillQ together

towards
prevention of
dnlg and

alcohol abuse,

Drafts

~

$2.25 Pitchers

i

ALL DAY ALL NIGHT~

1111 Washington

~
.......~

529-380e

::A_................................................................'Q.........,

---Join Se{f OPt'Y SubJta Jla-~---~
Peer Facilitator Pro"ram
Call 536-4441 for Information ,>bout our Spnng Training
Part of Your Slue Student Health f'rogram
~<liJy
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Opinion & Conlmentary

Stricter gLJn control
should include rifles
A RECE!'OT PROPOSAL to the Illinois Legislature for
st:-icter handgun laws i.s definitely c step in the right
direction, but without extending the restrictions to rifles,
the pr9posal misses the target.
The p~'oposal calls for h~ndgun owners to obtain a new
Handgun Owm'r's Identification Card from the State
Police Department. The cards would cost $10 and be valid
for three years. Handgun owners also would have to
provide the serial number and a description of their
handsguns.
Applicants for new handgun permits would sign a waiver
giving State Police the authonty to conduct a background
investigation for up to 90 days, including it check of records
at public and private mental health facilities. Former
patients of n1€ntal institutions would be prohibited from
gettingagunownersc?.rd.
BUT NO MENTION of rifles. What about the sto:-es that
allow anyone 18 or older to walk in and buy en AK-47?
Obviously if there i8 to be such a r ~triction on the

registration and purchase of handguns - and there should
be - it also should a pply to rifles.
Presen!ll. there is little control ')ver the sale of these
types of rifles in most states, and no practical purpose
(except maybe killing sprees) for their use.
STRICTER CONTROLS on these guns does not meaT'
that hunters and sportsmen have to surrender their
weapons a:ld find new hobbies. But there must be some
control - something to deter poter.tial mass murderers
and drug dealers from purchasing these weapons so
easily.
Perhaps some oppose this type of law because their guns
or rifles were not purchased legally or registered properly.
These ~ple could be allowed a choice of leg"lly
registenng themselves and their guns, or surrendering
them to authorities.
The ease with which one can purchase an automatic
weapon makes it too convenient for people with less than
honorable intentions to possess them.
Society would best be lV.!I'Ved by a tot&.l tan on production
and sales of automatic i.ifles.
AL rnOUGH rum WOULD not apply to rifles already
owned legally, it would greatly reduce the number that
turn up on the s~t
Many arguf" thai. this would be unfair to firearms
dealers. but it would hke1y only increase the purcba.se of
other •...eapons. And if stricter laws are passed to regulate
the sale rI. rifles, the majority 0( people who buy them
probably would DOt bother with the paperwork required to
own one anyway.

AnotiJer argument is that criminala and drug dealers
would obtain the wea~ anyw.y. Probably. Sut if there
are less weapons available, the chances 0( them being in
the pcuession 0( a criminal or a psychopath are reduced.
OUTLAWING SOMETHING dangerous does not mean
that constitutional rights have been violated or that our
freedoms will be taken away as some radicals argue.
Many dangerous drugs and chemicals have been declared
illegal, ret the alcohol and tobacco industries still flourish.
Banrung a few types of frreanns does not mean
Americans woold lose their "right to bear arms." But
some narcotics officer or child on a playground might not
lose their life.

-~?~~,.
'~,~~.

,.' "'
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Letters

Non-sexist language requires
respect for others, their viev'v's
I am v'riling to voice my
support of Joy Morris' call for
the use of non-sexist language.
Her letter (Jan. 30) outlines six
excuses given to her by faculty
and students who, it can be
assumed, currently perpetuate
the use of sexist language.
Ms. Morris' dt:tractors ha\'e
characterized her as beinll
"obsses;;ive and paranoid~
(Tim Bi:d. Feb. 9), and by
inference, "self-righteous"
and "frustrated" (Steve
Harvey, Feb. 6). Mr. Harvey
calls for
a
societal
reevaluation of attitudes,
implemeflted through a
diaJogue premised on "open
communication" and use of
"compelling arguments:' Ms.
Morris is presenting us with
iust such a formal, and yet she
18 subjected to derogatory
remarks aimed at her peraooaIly and criticism aimed at
tier choice ~ venue aDd styie 01.
preeentatioo.
Th~
:de of non-sexist
~·...ge is premised first and
••-emoBt upoa nspect for the
righta 01. otben to their views,
respect lor the experieoces
aod perceptiODI 01. othen,
respect fOl" the feelings 01.
others, and ultimately, respect
for the bumanness rl all other

persons regardie&s of the
bodily characteru-'ics of any
individual.
That Ms. Morris cannot state
her views without incurring
such an at~ck demOLStrates
the degree to which sexism
permeates our language and
thoughts. She was not treated
with the respect that should be
afforded all human beings.
Instead, she was treated as a
stereotype (that of the
stereotypical hysteric)
woman). This society (and this
University) is not only sexist,
but
more
frequently
misogynistic. SWst Jangua~e,
by extension, is not only 8eXlSt,
but also misoJYDistic.
D . the Civil Right unrest
01. ~~ and 60s, Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. made
an important distinction
reprding civil righta. King
declared that the deDial Ii
basic COIlIItitutiol1a.l rights to
African-Americana superseded the realm 01. basic 1egaI
righta must be aD uteDsioo of
buman right., and be
l'8I..~ the ties between
racr.m
and
poverty,
aegregatiooand subjugatiOll.
Sexism, In turD, is linked to
vio1eoce against women. and

~~~~=::n:~
to pursue our CODIItitutiona)

idP.al Mr. Harvey is ClCIm!Ct
when be auerta that IOdaI
Injulticel and iDequitiea ve
corrected through changes in
attitudel. It is equally true,
however, that thoIIe attitudes
must first be brought to the
lW"faee. I admire MI. iilorrill
bel' couraae in adJresslng
tbcxie very attitudes. - T0d4
Bedinger, grad.ate Ihldeat,
edueaticJaal payehology.

Students' needs important in election

This April, undergraduate one seekiug ~ office of
students here at SIU-C will student body I'resident. The
have the unique opportunity of student's needs are great and
electing a new student body diverse, and det.erminina; those
president. The Undergraduate needs takes carefuf conStudent Government and its sideration. The p£Pt events
members have t!le respon- during the fall semester of 1988
sibility each year of keeping should leave fresh in students'
minds the need for change.
Test scores show that V.S. researchers f.mnd that student student interest!. aur front.
The student body presiaent
The impeachment wars of
public schools are WOefully lest scores were higher in
an
electlld
representative
of
is
last
year and the refusal of
inferior to those of competing small school districts than in
112tions - but what is the best large ones - even after ad- the students in much the same several senators to resign
manner
ali
the
President
of
t.'1e
th~rnse1ves
for the good of the
way to impr<>ve them? A study justing for the students' social
by a Uriven;ity of Illinois and economic backgrounds. United States is an elected student body in eveidence
representative
of
AmericaliS.
enough that change is needed.
education professor and a Thus the "consolidation of
The USG is faced with the The student body is aware of
researcher from the U.S. districts into larger u'lits that
Dep'irtment of Education has been taking place for the responsibility of voicing the this and feels the need. It will
reaches a surtlrising con- pa&t half century may have concerns of students on many be the job of every candidate
clusion: Today's school been a move in the wrong issues during the year. Spring runn:ng to ensure the student
electi(!ns is a letiting ground electorate of their willingness
districts may be too big fer direction."
Walberg and Fowler suggest for thOl'e who seek approval and cornrnittment to enact and
their own good.
Herbert Walberg and U.at smaller districts may from fellow classmates for implement changes.
THere are many COTJWilli2.m f'owler Jr. reviewed enjoy advantages 10 "the their efforts in making this
hundreds of empirical studies absen..:e of bureaucratic layers University a better place for stituencies and interest groups
of school districts. They fOUM 'lnd administrative com- everyone. With so mar.y at SIU-C and the t..sk of
"insignif!t:ant .. elationships pJeYity, teacner involvem~nt diVel'Se cultures and social defining and idetifying them is
between spending levels and ir: decision-mak.ing, and close differences at a uniyersity this an important step to winning
student outcome:.·'; mother home-school rela tions." School size, the task is a~ even the election. There are more
than 20,OIlO undergraduate
word: , schods that spent more br::.:o!'d" everywhere sl>ould greaLer one.
Each 'n~ral part that students here and each one at
did not produce better bkenote.
makes
up
unIversity
life
here
them
is important. There are
a::ademJ(: results..
&lit .qn ,the ·o~ flItOd,..the Ser~~ H<X4'~~ ~~ ~~~.' plays an i:>lDOrtantfa~to! for hundreds of" r\egis.t~~~,d,
PIf;U.&«iIyf4rptt 1>_~%::''MIi
.

Opinions
from elsewhere

the e<;onomic subjugation of
wor.len. Sexist language is one
too. used to maintain these
cunditions - i!ondlUons which
continue to be the status quo in
this sexist society. Ms. Morris
is right ~ act when she pe.ceives sexism; it is morally
right for us to do so.
Our society is built upon the
greatest ~antor of freedom
ever devised, yet we so tab
our freedoms for granted that
we fail to recognize the
foundation of human dignity
and human rights upon which
our civil ri~hts must by
necessity be based.
We see colOI' and we see
gender where we should see
ODly humanity. When we use

Student Organization-on
campus, and every one of them
will plar an important part in
determming the outcome of
this yf!ar's election.
Personal needs of students
such as financial aid, learning
facilities, health services,
(;ntertainment, sports, and
recreation must also be taken
into consideration by the
candidates. Students with
these and other concerns must
he addressed when candidates
are campaigning for the right
to represent them. - Brian
Skinner, senior, public
relations, and Chue.. Hagerman, denior biology.
_'!Dsu6l«l',,~

~J.)
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Solution to racism and neglect
is money, autonomy for BAS
INSTITUTIONS OF higher
education al e designed to
produce well-rounded intelligent individuals who are
capable of functioning ir.
society. If this is the premise 0;
SIU-C it should teach all
aspects of a course of stt.dy.
With regard to history, the
Black American Studies
Program is designed to
broaden the scope of the study
of Western clvi.li.zation.
Black American Studies is
<!Ssential for having a complete understanding of the
history of all ethnic origins. Its
p'il'pose is not to segregate. but
to recognize the contributons
of African civilzation to its
Western
counl<'rpart,
broadening our view of
Western civiliLation in the
process. Yet tile need for this
program has been under attack since 1983, as e'!idencc<l
by :.he denial of tenUI e and
forced resignation of faculty
coupled with the downgrading
of two BAS courses.
The first q:'~ tion is who is
responsible for !:'lch racist
attacks against the historical,
cultural and social contributions
of African
Americans? The answer is the
administration of ~'U.

i
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follows:
.Black American Studies
renamed African American
Studies to give closer identifica tion to cultlltal roots.
.Autonomy for the program
by seperating it from the
College of Human Resources
and linking it directly to the
president'" office.
_A director and three
tenlll'e track teachen:: for the
program.
.The building or r.cquisition
of an African American
cultural cent~r. This will
provided students with an

....~!
;'-

~

Vie\vpoint
Fr:mz'lullings
positiOns to serve Iii> "buffeM;"
to mask cultural chauvinism.
2. The administration
collect.: information that will
serve no practical purpose.
The University hired Northwestern University educator
Jan Carew to investigate the
BAS p,'ogram and make a

~I::~tu:ety Af~ca~earme~::

culture. Only by thallowindividuals coold this
~~~~~te r~r~.o\S~g~~~:! minded
be conceived as resegr£.ga tion.
submitted his report but now
REINSTATE THE BAS
the University has apponte<! a
courses "Introducton to Black
task force witl.o'Jt money,
America" and "The Third
flo' A TASK i,,:'.!e is to be the World: The African Model."
.Enforce Affirmative
salvati,,;:! of BAS it must be
empowered wiLh decision- Action for people of color in
making authority by including career-relate<! JObs on camplS
Guyon, Pettit, Benjamin A. a'ld immediate resignation af
Shepherd, vice president for Seymour Bry!:oon, assistant to
THE ADIMINISTRf.TION Academic affairs and the presidE-nt for affirmative
has hypocritically stated tiuI~ research, and the money to action.
The stude:-:ts must abandon
it is comulitted to the goal of follow through with its
fJeir apathetic attitudes and
establishing and developing a decisions.
3. The administratioll claims take a stand not only letting
viable and successful BAS
program, while It has in fact support 'or a viable BAS their voices be heard but also
gutted the program
program. Yet in six years BAS bv demanding immediate
The administration has has sunk from three fllli-time c!lange.
attemptE:d to deflect criticisms facultv to zero after this
Franz Mullings is coordinator
and accusation of tacism by semeSter.
The Afr::::an American of the AfriC-an A r'lPrican
three methods:
St
Idies Assoc:ation 'lnd a
Studie:;
Association
was
for1. Strategic placement of
rylack
administrators ii. med to hold the administration senior in biological sciences.

Progress in revitalizing BAS
helped by task force and ads
GOOD PROGRESS is being
!I'3de by effo!"ts to revitalize
the Black A.nerican Studies
Porgra:n. Adverti~ements for
open positions in the program
Itave' appeared i.. "The'
Chronicle
of
Higher
Edul!ation" and "Black Issues
in Higher Educativn." In
response to the lick, eleven
applications have i'een
rec~ved from external candidates.
.
The task fvrce charged to
recommend on the mis!:;)n.
scope and administr:. tive locus
of the program is making
e:-:~ellent progress. I have
(i ttended
several meetings
·.vith the task f('rce and its
tllairman Jim 5(al'Os, and our
tl.inking concerning the future
of :he progran. has much in
C0mmon.
The task force has att~T7lpted
to conduct a
systematic analysis of several
asjX.'Cts of the program and
deserves special credit for
doing .so. The notion to hold
open meetings for wide input
by the students was a good
ide'! and will give added
credibility to the task force's
report.

I AN1'ICIPATE receiving
the final report in mid-A~ril.
Some of tile recommenda tion',
in the report rna v be implemented as e:lr[y 8~ the
beginning (l( the fall semester.
The first closing "ate c:l the
search for a coordinator, and
possibly faculty, .... ill end on
April 15. How{.\'er, Uy ad
Car!,jt;-"J the eon:.:!!

\h~d

th(;

----1

~I

Vi~,vpoint

!

Benjamin Shepherd

I

r

____________________ J

pro;::ram; I::) the Visibility of
the program ( Le., its administrative loc'JS); a:ld (3)
the scope of the program.
which includes consideration
of including BAS courses in the
General
Education
requirement.
These issues will be addressed in the report by the
ta::.k force. The recommendations b:' the task for~e
wiil significantly influence my
thinking, and presumably that
of the coordinator, on tlte
future of the program at sru-

C.

search would remain open
until the positions have been
lilled
Based on the size and quality

~~hec~~~:~t ap~~~~!~il~
interview for the coordinator
position, and possibly receive
a committment, !}efore the
ends of sprir:lg semester.
College of Human Resources
Dean Anthony Cuvo and I have
agreed on the represent.'ltien
for the search committee, and
except for the student
repre~.entatives,
committee
members have been identified.
SCREElIIlNG OF lhe aIr
pEcant pool for accet>table
calldidates for the coordinator

~~:i~~i~l~e~d~f~~h?:J
week of Apnl.

THE CHALLENGE is to
identify a productive niche
within the lJr.iversity for Black
America'! ,tudies, where it
can complement our existing
efforts tf' better serve the
minority populat;ons on
campus and where it can
function as a high quality
activity of which we can all be
proud.
President Guyon has aIr
proved the concept of
revitalization and is st:?portive. I am excited about ~he
prospecL<; for ~lte program .md
wish to L.ank evervone Who
has helped to advance it. r am
especwlly grateful tl) jim
Scales and thc task force
members fJr the dedi:'ation
and Oflenness shown v'hile
developing recf'n.mevtiations
on the progran.

ThE major ISSUL"S to be ad':ressed as the program is Benjamin A. Shepherd ~ vice
re italized are:
(lithe preside'ltfor academic affairs
<lCam'll"HC statllr~ 'of
tht<· and resec.rCn"- ," .... " , . " .

529-5679
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Council looks at hindered health care problems
E!derly services
nea;ing uncertain
financial future
By Tracy Sargeant
St"f'Wrtler

More fundir~ from the state
;S ne«led for education and
health services.
Illinois
politicians and government
lisency officials said at the
Cad;ondaie City Council
meeting,
At the council's meeting
Monday. Eli Lipschultz,
regional program director fr)f
,he: Department of Health a:ld

Human Services, ~e\'eraJ
programs face l!ilcertaic
futu!"es because cl funding
problems. The progra:ns in
question include elc!erJy health
care insurance, continued care
for the e;derly and educational
program:;.
These issues also ha ve been
hindered by problems including a mixed set of values
b';tween depar tments, individualistic selo; of ideas
concerning program authority
and lack of proper comfT!uncations of information
between state and local
ag~ncies.

Lipschultz proposed to
correct these stumbling blocks

by having the state become
more involved in interdependen;:e with local
governments, and ultimately
share common resources
necessary to both through
better relations and comuncations
A spokesman for U.S. Rep.
Glenn Poshard, D-Ill., placed
emphasis on e!tucation and
human services. He said also
that there is a pUf.h for larger
educational basis.
Ed Jacobson, Illinois
director of the department of
public aid, said he was pleased
with the new emphasis on
educational programs by the
state, but cited the neP':! for

furthc!' plIblic aid benefits for
young parents.
State Sen. Ralph Dunn, R-Du
Quoin, supported the expansion and develt pment of
human service programs with
"focus on drug education and
prevcntion starting at the
elementary levels."
Proposed funding for such
programs includes an increase
of 18 cents-per pack in
cigarette tax, which would
amwnt to about $180 million.
Janet Moore, regional health
officer for the Illinois
Department of Public Heal! h,
said she supports the tax and
would like to see more
restrictions on indoor smoking

in public places.
Moore ci':ed health problems
tied to smoking, a nd said she
would like to see a tobacco-free
society by the year 200~.
J ar.et Proctor, acting
director of the Egy,tian Area
Agency on Aging, said there is
a need for ne'N and better
diagnostic center for
Alzheimer's disease in
Southern Dlinois. She also said
funding for elderly abuse
programs is lacking.
"It's at a zero level and the
number of abuse cases are still
rising," Proctor sairl.

FaClJlty member calls for football program's end
ey Jeanne Bickler
Staff Wr,ter

Jerome S, Handlt:r, au·
thropology faculty member.
asked the Faculty Senate tc
; e.;:onsider the social and
economic value of sru-c'~
football program. anc. to take a
stand on discontinumg the
program.
"I want to bash football
knock it out of sm," rlilnruer
said, at Tuesday afternoon's
senate meeting,
Using data gathered :rom
University services and from

RFSCUERS

long-standing fac',ilty members, Handler presented tables
that shG .... ed the SIU-C fnetball
program to be a cons is ten!
money ioser.
According to Handler's
tables, ove. thE: past seven
years the football program has
cost the University $6 million,
and revenue taken in MS only
totaled $2 million.
"This is a 54 million loss,"
Handler said.

Handler said the (,,'Qtball
program does not increase the
Universit;,'s prestige factor.
since the schools SI{J-C play..
are not the Vnivt:rslty's SIZe or
academic equal.
"These games do not give us
any national or local coverage
or publicity," hesai<i.
Tailga~ perpetuates the
University s party image,
Handler said.
Handler
called
the
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the possibility of revising the
publishing method of the
Faculty Handbook and the
review of the University
Honors Program.
SIU-C President John C.
Guyon ~ked the senate to
consider taking a favorable
pa!ition on the week-long fall
break proposed to eliminate
Carbondale's Halloween street
party.

Se&<ing counselors who can also
instruct in one or two of the
following areas; Swimming (WSI &:
Adv. Life), boardsailin~ sailir.g..
photography, arts and crafts,
pottery, campcraft, blacksmithin~
horseback (Western and English),
_'......"'L ........o...JiI_-" archery, Indian lore, tennis, bicycle;
also unit leaders, program directors,
tour trip leaders, wilderness trip
leaders, cooks, assistant cook, RN's
1"'01.""'.. and secretaries, Interviewer will be
on campus April 4th. Contact the
placement office ,r an
appointment. Phone: 453-2391

,'(5:15 TWLlZ'l awl:'Ul...-S_ _--In
TWINS
>'G

too SKI/, :lEEP

elimination of alcoholic
beverages at the Cardboard
Boat Regatta "hypocrisy"
wh~n compared to the encouragement given tCt
tailgating before football
games.
Facultv Sf'nate President
Dcnald D. Paige referred the
matter to the senate's
executive committee to review
Handler's propositions.
The senate also discussed
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Vrdolyak, Evans in debate;
Daley decides to sit it out
CHICAGO
(uP])
Republican Edward R. Vrdolyak and Aldennan Timothy
C. Evans, candidate of the
Harold Washington Party,
juggled their schedules
Tuesdav in advance of a
televised debate as frontrunning Democra t Richard
M. Daley prepared to sit out
theeveJlt.
Hours before the debate, to
be broadcast at 7 p.m. on
public televisIOn station
WITW-TV Chann~1 11. slate
Sell \'I'alter Dudycz, RChicago, c(rmanager of Vrdolyak's campaign, downplayed Daley's absence and
hinted the debate might be
followed by an Evans withdrawal.
"We hear that if he does not
show he is rising, that his
campaign is gaining, he is
prepared to drop out by this
weekend," Dudycz said.
"This is a very important
debate regardless of the third
candidate not being there.

C~~<O>
Anything can happen in
Chicago."
Evans, who ca~celled a
lunc'leon appearance before
the Union League Club to
prepare for the deba ~e, denied
he would exit the race.
The two most recent ptJlls
show Daley leading Evans and
Vrdolyak in the April4 general
electlOn by wide margins. A
WLS- TVChannel 7 poll showed
Daley with 53 percent. Evans
with 36 percent and Vrdolyak
with 5 percent. A second poll,
conducted for WBBMTVChannel 2, showed Daley
with 50 percent, Evans with 30
percent and Vrdolyak at 6
percent.
Daley alst led in fund..-aising
efforts, ha.ing amassed more

HELEN TAYLOR
ReJdcr & ,'\dvi~or

RE-OPENING
R~AI)S

Association of Manufacturers,
saw stability in the new
figures. "Fears of inflation
accelerating out of control
have proved premature," he
said.
Others were less optimistic.
"We're going to get some
more very strong numbers,"
Ben Laden, a private investment manager and former
price analyst for the Federal
Reserve Board, said. "Inflation has taken a turn for the
worse."
Laden said he expects inflation and interest rates to
keep rising until the job
market cools and the economy
shows signs of rumling out of
steam this summer and fall.
"We are looking at potentially the worst inflationary
bout since the late 19705 and
early 1980s," said Alan Sinai,
chief ecWlomist for the Bos~on
Co. "It will require sharply

"';)1 '\.~ ....

I\[)\'ISl Of'.. l.()\'!:. .....-\'\Rfo:~r\Cr. h(

than $5 million since he
launched his campaign Dec. 5,
1988. Evans has raised an
estimc:ted $223.000, while
Vrdolyak's coffers have
reached $42,000.
Before huddlin€! with advisors to prer.are for the
debate, Vrdolyak made one
appearance Tuesrlay at a
Southwest Side parochial
school, accusing Daley and
E\'ans of supporting abortion,
(:ontraception and higher state
income laxes.
!-Ie "won't be h:nder.3d at
all ' by Daley s absence from
the debate, Vrdolyak said.
Dlldycz said he based his
speculation
about
a
prospective Evans withdrawal
on the independent candidate's
inability to raise campaign
funds and on political
problems the Evans bid is
causing one of his key supporters, Jesse Jackson, the
Chicago civil rights leader and
a 1988 Democratic presidential
aspirant.

higher interest rates and a
potential recession to deal with
it."
Experts may t'i.sagree on i:he
severity of the current inflationary surge, but not on the
trend toward higher prices:
- This will be the worst year
for inflation since 1981. Consumer prices for January and
February are up 6.1 percent on
an annual basis.
- Producer prices, which
help determine consumer
prices, are up 12.6 percent on
an annual basis so far this
yeRr.
- Oil prices have risen from
about $14 a barrel to $20 a
barrel in recent months,
pushing up the cost oi gasoline
at the pump.
- Last summer's drought is
reflected in higher food prices,
especially higher meat prices.
- Medical costs continue to
rise at a rapid rate. exceeding
7 percent over the past 12
months.
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yellow frogs singing "The Duke of
Earl," Family fun under the Dome!
Mai<e this your escape from the ordinary.

Inflation suffers temporary dive
WASHINGTON (SliNS) The inflation express slowed
down a bit last month, hut few
economists are ready to
predict that rising prices wiu
begin to level off any time
soon.
The more likely prospect ill a
perils-of-Pauline scenario in
which inflation will roar
through the economy one
month and then appear to chug
along at a more moderate pace
the next.
A reJ:ort Tuesday by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics that
inflation for February was a
modest 0.4 percent (about 5
percent on an annual basis)
sparked a stock market rail),
and grCitified the White House.
"These numbers are below
market expectations and
should hel., calm inflation
fears ... Things are getting a
little better," said White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater.
Jerry Jasinowksi, chief
economist for the National
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Keep on Track for Graduation
with

A Coliege of St. Francis Summer
offering
• Reduced Tuition
•

• Convenient Localion

Day and Evening C!~sses

Classes begin June 12 in

The muskal "CAROUSEL" will be

pre~nted

by_

THE TRAVELING HANDS TROUPE
,';ubsidiary of Center on De:lfness, Des PI:lines, II.
Sponsored bJ thf.' SlUdmt Center
TL'ESDAY, \IARCH 28, 11:.,0 p.m. and 7:JO p.m.
lT1 the Student CetHer Ballrooms.
Adrnis,ion: $.'\.00 Adults $\.50 Children
1"' :"':;.'1:- d;(' ,,\ Jiiark at til,.,.> .\iutL,-'nl CCllter Ccrlr:tl
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Business
Biology
Chemical
Dependency
Computer
Science

Education
English
Fine Arb
History

Journalism,'
Communications
Mathematicl'
Pl'ychology
Religious Studies

TOXIC, from Page 1 - - - - - - - - - - ,he nation
!llinois.
Creamer

pass

through

said
toxic
ch~micals
are transported
throughout the state and that
there are no specific arel'S m
Illinois with high accident
rates.
Spills can occur anywhere,
Creamer said, whether it is

~;~ni~r de~::~ o/::'~:l

causes, such as bad weather
conditions.
Flower said accidents have
occurred in RaSe St. Louis,
Cairo, Roodhouse and
Belleville, whel ~ ml families
were e\'acuated in December
1987.

"lllinois is smack dk\b in the

middle," Flower said. "We
have the hignest accident rate,
but we also have the greatest
exposure to toxic chemieBIs."'
The study a.so found the
number or spilis nationwide
rose 13 percent and that a
greater number of spills in·
volve th~ releasing of toxic
rna tenal, Creamer said.
The rise in accidents can be
tracf.:d primarily to railroad
track and road bed defects,
mechani.:al defects and
human e.l"or, Creamer said.
Of thE total accidents in 1987,
Creamer said 53 percent were
caused by mechanical defects
and defects in the track and
road beds. Thirty-three percent were caused by human

error.
Creamer said railroad of·
ficials and workers ha·..e been
"very lax" on repairing track
and mechanical defects,

~~hi~s ~~~~r~ ~~%-~d

Administration.
Creamer said IPAC is
pushing for stronger safety
standards on the state and
national level and is finding
su~port f:'om Rep. Clem
Bs.anoff. D-Chicago, and Sen.
Earlean Collins, D-Oak Park.
A bill submitted to the
Illinois General Assembly :inti
Congress would require ll}a(
notificat!!lns be sent oul tv
state officials about all
chemical shipments by

railroad and truck. Creamer
said.
"EssentiaHv, we concluded
there's a ve.'Y weak oversight
on the part of the authorities,"
Creamer sa:d. "We found that
officials don't. know what is on
the trains until there is an
accident.
is ..~~t~fJ:r~~~~ar3:a~c~~
type of toxic material is
carried at once," Creamer
said.
U an accident occurs with a
train ca, ,ing more than one
type of toxic chemi<:!J I, there is
a possibility for far more
serious danger if the
cht'micals re3ct or mix
togeti:Jer, such as expi;)Sions,

poisonous clouds and fire,
Creamer said.
In 1\'87, about 15,000 gallons
of sulfuric acid spilled out of a
df!railt...! train at Roodhouse,
ailout !lG m;les southw<!St of
Springfield, Flower said.
AI:thOrities evacuated the area
ar.d worked about 17 hours to
c,ean the spill.
If the spill had been worse,
vapor clouds could have formed in the area, Flower said.
The acid would have reacted
with the moisture in the 'air
and could have caused serious
chemical burns to the lungs,
throat and eyes.
"Every spill has the
potential of becoming a
catastrophe," Flower said.

NOMINATION, from Page 1-------~---Schiller said Simon has
vulnerabilities which MacDougal could use to his advantage.
A campaign that points oot
Simon's liberal voti'lg record
and absence from the Senate
floor while carr;paigning for
last year's Democratic
presidential nomiMtion would
benefit MacDougal, Schiller
said.
Also a campaign s.r:lilar to
that of Bush against llJe
Derr,ocratic presidential

nominee Michael Dukakis
would work against Sim-.;·n,
Schiller said.
Bush attacked the positions
of Dukakis or. defense issues
during the presidential
campaign and MacDougal
cOI!la beneW from similar

~Ct~~~:raid!lf~~~n ~?~w~

Schiller said.
Schiller said !Ilinois needs
two full-time senators and has
not had that with Simon in
office.

Schiller ~dld Macl)ougal
would use a campaign tactic
simihr to one Simon used in
his e&mpaign against former
Rep. Charles Percy 10 the 1984
sena tal ial election.
MacDougal would point out
the time spent away from the
Senate floor much the same
way Simon did against Percy.
Schiller said.
David Carie, a spokesman
for Simon, said the people of
Illino:s would appreciate the
national exposure Simon

brought to the state while
campaining and to himself as a
national leader.
Carle said attacks on
Simon's loyalty to the state
would have difficulty because
of the record Simon ha.,
meeting with his cons ituents.
~chiller said MacDoogal's
time spent in the private
business world and as the
chairman of a h.rge corporation has given bin. the
ability to create jobs, an
ability that would benefit

Southern Illinois, Schiller said.
Simon has not been able to
address the problem of
uneluployment in Southern
Illinois, Schilbr said.
Creating jobs for tile people
of Southern Illinois is an area
where MacDougal could gain
support, Schiller said.
Carle said Simon has worked
on bringing jom. in Southern
Illinois and the state through
the state's Economic
Development Task Force.

are purifying filters that are
placed in smokestacks where
sulfur dioxide is emitted, Arey
said. Scrubbers would trap the
impurities that sulfur dioxide
puts out and would reduce the
b~i!~J. more than 50 percent,

the best, but most expensive
method, Koscianski said.
However, use of scrubbers
would create more thAn 2,000
new jobs in Southern Illinois,
she said. "The maintainance
and installment workers can

ACID, from Page 1 - - - must be removed from the
coal.
"The coal III Southern
Illinois is a very high sulfur
coal and if the government
decides to replace all the high
sulfur coal with low sulfur
coal, 60,000 people could lose
their jobs, " Koscianski said.

The S(Juthern Illinois
economy will be in serious
danger if the Icgi,1lature
paS&es Ii bill calling for sulfur
dioxide emissions tv be controlled, Koscian..,ki said.
Three soiutiQOJ; exist to
reduce sulfur dioxide:
-Use low sulfur coal.

_Mixing hi~~ and lowsulfur coal. "MIXing the coals
would help the environment
somewhat, but it would not
eluninate the problem completely," Arey said. "It would
reduce the acidity of the rain
by a bout 25 percent. "
_Using scrubbers, which

Using scrubbers is perhaps

DRUGS,
from Pa.ge 1 - part of rJutine medical
examinatIOns or if the tests
must be subject to collective
bargaining in labor contracts.
A ruling is expected soon in a
union lawsuit against Conrail,
which the justices agreed to
hear last fall before the
Transpori:atiol' Department
ordered random drug tests for

Y
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~ American Tap
This gentle workoUl mcludes mini-l~turcs on fitness and weight
control. Exercises are designed for those who are 40 Ibs. or more
overweight or find aerobic.; programs 100 strenuous.

~or~~iOrro~ra~i~fi~~ta~~~
plc.yees to truckers and
raIlroaders in the government's first anti-drug foray
into private industry.
,.ttorney General Dick
Thornburgh hailed both
decisions as "plain goot!
sense" but acknowledged they
"do not speak to the even more
challenging issues in cases
involving random drug
test!!!g ' :' __
-Writing for the court, Justke
Anthony Kennedy said. "The
government inte:~t in testing
Wltl~OI.It a showing of individual
suspicion is compelling.
Employe<:'S subject 1.0 the tests
dL'charge dL:ties frllught with
such risks of injury to others
that even a momentary lapse
of attention can have
disas trous consequences .• ,

lfs~~~~ :~~:J:.rroll
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Meets Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays
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started Monday. March 20, join any time.
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Drafts

• Itr $225
.
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PItchers

NEWMAN CENTER
A ROMAN CATHOLIC COMMUNITY
715 SOUTH WASHINGTON

(Wad of the Rec Center)
(618)529-3311

Holy Week Schedule

HOLY THURSDAY:

Confessions 10 a.m.-12 noon & 3:30-4:30 p,m.
(We ask everyone who comes to the Holy Thursday
Service to bring one can or Item of non-perishable food)
Mass o' the Lord's Supper - 7:30 p.m.
Potluck Dinner - 8:30 p.m. (desserts, salads needed)
Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament - 8:30 p.m. -Midnight

GOOD FRI!JAY:

Stations of the (':ross - 3:30 p.m.
Slice of Life Meal - 6:00 p,m.
Celebration of the Lord's Passion - 7:30 p,m.

HOLY SATURDAY:

Blessing of Easter Baskets - 5:00 p,m.
Easter Vigil· 9:00 p.m.; Reception immediately following,

EASTER SUNDAY:

Masses at 9:00 & 11 :00 a,m, and 5:00 p.m.

NO 10:00 P.M, MASS ON EASTER SIINDAY .

. »~/..J4'"'~~
.........~-

and the Countr.y
Fair Team
Old Mis50Uri. Boneless \'i.'hole

Hams

Any S,,£ Grade

'.:>.'1

II

Thom,as J. Schmutz
Store Manager

Springtime F ""orite

Turkeys i Asparagus

I

I

~~

!
r-L,-"an-c<-T-en-der-j-re,-hf-)i,'-r",",

Tender Green

Broccoli

Fryer Leg
Quarters

I

i

Pork Roast

Q£~I 78~' 98~ 68~'b 48~. I 78~b
excludes Butterball

Everyday 1.0... Price

~~si~t$185
Gallon=--_ __

Cottonelle

"'erydal 1.0.. Price

Bath Tissue ~e;~ntry 39~
¢ Country Fairs ~

79
Limit 3

6 Oz. A//IIUrA>",

Potito Chips

4 Roll

~~~~

.

5

7 OL Twin pak

Oat~'

Egy"llan, 'March :/.", \\!8!t.
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Briefs
STUDENT LIFE Adviser
status letters are to be picked
up today in Student Center
Activity Room D.
BILL HAENDEL, art
professor at Northern Illinois
University, will give a public
demonstration on cast papermaking at 2 today Student
Center Craft Shop.

Lecture to cover writing for the media
"Writing For the Page,
Stage and Screen," a free
lecture open to the public, but
focused at cinema, English
and theater students, will be
hel-l at 8 tonight in Quigley
Lounge.
The lecture will featu.-E' two

VETERANS CLUB meets at
8 tonight in the Student Center

Mackinaw Rl)()m. For details,
call 549-0037.
"HUMAN RIGHTS: Armed
Conflict in Central America,"
a free lecture, will be given at
7:30 tonight in Law School
Auditorium.
CAPTAI",'S MEETING ior
intramural 12- and 16-inch
srJftball at 4 today in the Rec
Cer:tt!r Assembly Room East.
DOMI"'O'S PIZZA Team
Tennis capt"in's meeting will
be heid at 4 p.m. Thursday in
the Rec Center Multi-purpose
Room. All teams must send a
representd,cive.
CAPT AIN'S MEETI!\'G for
Ultimate Frisbee will tie held
at 5 p.m. Thursday in the Rec
Center Multi-purpose Room.
REGi3TRA nON Cl.OSES
Thursday for t.he Sports Trivia
Bowl four-lJerson team.
Register at the Ree Center
Information D~k. The event
will be held from 6 to 10 ?m.
March 1:1 through 30 in the
Multi-purpose Room.
ORGANIZATION
OF
Paralegal Students meets at 8
Lonight in the Student Center
Mackinaw Room.
REGISTRA TIOJloi CLOSES
March Z7 for the Practice Law
School Admission Test to be
held April 1. For registration
'llaterials, contact Testing
Services &t Woody Hall B204,
536-3303.
EGYl-TiAN DIVERS Scuba
Club will meets at 6: 30 tor.ight
in the Student Center Troy and
Corinth rooms.
WOMEN'S NIGHT Transit
Service and the Night Safety
Vans will not operate Friday
through Sunday. Service
resumes on Monday.
UNDERGRAnl'ATE STUDE'IIl G Nernmp.nt will hold a
s(!rl.3te meetmg at 7 tonight in
St'Jdent Cer,ter Ballroom B.
DEE'S MODEi..I~G School
wi.1 hold a mode] search at
from 10:3(1 a.m. t<J 4:30 p.m.
April 1 at the Days Inn, 2400 W.
!<r.ain St. Flee consultation and
evaluatior.s for males and
females between the ages of 260.

PCBLlC RELATIONS
Student ~ociety of America
meets at 7:30 tonight in
Lawson 131. Cindy Harvey will
discuss National Assembly
and more information on
elections will be available.

SIGMA TAU Delta presents
•'The Page, Stage and Scrt::en"
at 8 tonight in the Quigley
Lounge.
PHYSICAL-INORGANIC
Joumal Club meeting will be
held today at 4 p.m. in Ned-:ers
218.

STUOE!'I:T
TRUSTEE
Petitions for SIU-C are
available until Fri~ay.
Petltioflb can be pick~ u~ at
the student government offices
on the Student Center thll'd
lI()()r.

FReE
4 PM MARCH 25

FReE
CilVE-AWAYS
AU. DAY
F~FOABEST

BeACH OUTFIT

SfU-e professors and one
graduatE' student who will each
speak on the different methods
and approaches to writing for
various mediums.
Richard Russo, author of the
novels "Mohawk" and "The
Risk Pool," will represent the

English Department and
discuss writing fiction and
poetr} for the print media.
Richard Rlumenberg, a
cinema professor who teaches
classes in screenplay writing,
will speak fIn writing for the
movies.

Tom Westerfield, gradul!te
student in theater, will focus
his presentaticm on scriptwriting for the 01 cage.
An overview of the business
~spect of each field will also be
discussed.

Flag- burning case raises freedom questions
WASHINGTON <uP!) The lawyer for a man sentenced to prison for bU1'"Jling
the American flag told the
Supreme Court Tuesday that
the Texas law a~airl.!lt such
action strikes :!t Ute heart of
Fll"St I~men<iment protections
for lI!).PQpular speech.
Noted civil liberties attorney
William Kunstler presented
h\s argument in a cas~ brought
by the state of Texas, which is
seekir.g to reinstate a one-year
ol"ison term given to a
protester who hurileJ the flag
during a rally against Reagan
administration polides.
The tiemonstrator, lilegnry
Lee Johnson, was convicted

under a Texas statute
prohibiting someOllF. from
desecrating a nation:.l or state
flag in a way tilat would
. 'seriously offend" observers.
The Texas Court of Criminal
.'.ppeals ruled on April 20, 1988,
that Johnson's protest was a
legitimate act of dissent
protec:ed under the First
Amendment guarantee of free
speech and expres&ion.
Kunstler said framers of the
Constitution never intendea to
exempt views that might be
regarded as unpopular or
distasteful from t.he First
Amendment.
"The right to i1ear things, to
s~ things that we hate, such

al!' fi'lg burnings ... test the
Y·irst Amendment," Kunstler
said. "We don't need a First
Amendment for things that We
like."
But Kathi Drew, assistant
district attorney for Dallas
County, Texas, noting that
freedom of speech ;S not absolute, argued that the sta( )
had "compelling interests ...
that ;vill override this iildividual's symbolic speech
rights."
One such interest, Drew
said, ;., ~Jt! "prevention of a
breach of peace" or violence
that could be sparked by flag
~.

"It is merely fortuitous - it

of specs I treatment by the
constitution.
"I was going to ask about the
sl'lte flower," Scalia added to

is our goo::i luek -

that a
breach of peace did not occur
with the desecr·ation of this
flag," she said.
/'. second compelling interest
of the ~ ta te, Drew said, is the
"preservation of the f~ag as a
symbol of nationhood af'd
na tiona I unity. "
But Justice Antonin Scalia, a
consistent cor.3ervative on the
court, said he doubted :.ru. t the
desecration of the flag would
'·make it any less a national
symbol."
Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor asl<:ed wheth.:, a
copy of the Constitution shol!ld
be considered an even greater
symbol of nationhood worthy

laug~~~r.

Kuns.ler insisted thrit the
case turns Of! a statlte that
"singles out communicative
impact for 9unishment" and
that the court had "no com}X'lling interest wor!.h considering."
As to the state's identification of the flag as a
special sign of v(;neration and
national unity, "it may have
c';.fferent meanings to other
:fJle out there," Kunstle::-

Brazil cargo plane crashes in slum killing 14
SAO PAULO, Brazil (UPI,
- A cargo jet trying to make
an emergency landing crashed
in flames Tuesday in a
crowded slum near Guarulhos
!nternaional AL~rt, killing
at least 14 people and injuring
more than 20C', officials S<l :d.
A
Fire
Department
sp'okesman s-'lid rescuers
sifting through ttl"! wreckage
Ilf dozens of houses destrlJ)'.ed
by the cr"sh feared the

number of victims would rise.
The Transbrasil Airlines
oOP.ing 7Cfl crashed into the

~~;l~~~~e't!ul~:~
n:.nway of the Guarulhos
airport, wrJch services Sao
P:.u!e', at 11:54 a.m., the
Aero'n8:Jtics Ministry said.
The crash killed all three
crew members on the plane
and at least 11 on the ground,
officials said. Firemen and

public officials reported over

200 ~eople were hurt, many

burned by the plane's ex-

plosion. VICtims were treated
m five Sao Paulo hospitals.
About 80 fragile homes of
planks and bricks if! the
Jardim Ipanema slum were
were either damaged or
destroyed in the crash.
Witnesses said the jetliner
was approacni.."~ the airport at
low altitude when it appeared

that one of its engines st:-uck a
building near the headquarters of the Concrebras construction firm.
The impact knocked the
plane upward and t<. the left
before it made a final plunge
into Jardim lpanema, tht'
witnesses said.
"It was like a mass of fire
coming at us that wanted to
c:iestroy us," said a 30-year-old
woman who escaped the blast

and requested anonymity.
Among lhe 6ead was a
pregnant woman, Elisa Cun!~,
23. Doctors delivered her baby
but the infant die<i shortly
after birth.
Airport spokeswoman Lucia
jt~elTi!!;-a said the pilot of the
plane, Dcdvaluo S;.anova.:hi,
39, asked the control tower for
autho.-ization to make an
emergency landing just before
the crash.

Woman has baby in subway
NEW YOrrK (UPl) - A 26year-old pregnant subwa.;rider, declaring "I am ready,"
gave birth Tuesday in the tool
room of a bustling midtown
Manha ttan subway station
with the help of two Transit
Police officers.
The womc.:n, Martha D.wis,
who is homeless, left n slJL",ay
train during the morning rush
hour and approached a token
booth derk in the Rockefeller
Center station to say she was
~~t to give birth to her sixth

"Two TA officers assigned to
the Emergency Medical
Resc·... e unit responded" to
he:}: the woman, AI O'Leary, a

Transit Police spolresman,
said.
The two offict::rs, Keith
Rivers and Mike Pisciotta,
whisked the woman to a tool
room in the station where she
gave birth to a girl, O'Lel',rv
said.
Mother and child wen: taken
to Roosevp.lt Hospital where
both were reported in good
condition,
Of the delivery, Rivers said,
"she -iid ail the work" adding
that an Emergency Medical
Services unit cut the umbilical
cord and transported the
woman to the hosp!tal.

Studente seeking civil rights photos
Gracuate students frow the
Depariment of Cinema and
Photorr-aphy are researching
and cOl'ying photographs
relating to the civil rights
movement in carbondale and
Southern Illinois from 1955
through 1975.
Anyone interested in contributing images is invited to
bring their photogra phs to the
Eurma C. Hayes Center, 441 E.
Willow, from noon to 4 p.r:l.
Saturday. Copying equipment
willbeaetup
Subject matter of the

photographs could include
anything from Significant civil
right.'; meetings and events to
portraits and family snapshots
showing the Black-Afncan
American community at the
time.
The immediate goal of the
project is to provide a copy of
this photo history to the
Carbondale Public Library
and Morris Library's Special
Collections.
For details, contact .Tan
Roddy. uass instructor at 4532365.
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Dramatic changes in math instruction proposed
WASHINGTON ICPil \lathemati.:s should focus
f'lore on problem-solving and
real··...·orid situations, the
;..; a tiona I Council of Teachers
of Mathematics said Tuesday,
m proposing sweeping changes
in the way math is taught
John D')!'~ev. f0-mer council
presdent dnd professor of
math.::matics at Illinois State
L'niversity, said the traditional
math instn:ction has focused
mainly 0:: drill and com·
p..:tatio/1. The result has been
poor
performance
in
mathematics by American
students compared WIth

students from other countries,
hesaid.
The council, Dossey said.
spent two years developing
lZuic'lelines on what students in
kindergarten through grade 12
should know and be able to do
mathematically.
"The major point of the
standards is that if we wish for
our students to develop the
abilities to explore, to conjecture, and tc reason logically
in situations requiring the
application of mathematics,
then our curriculum must offer
students ol'portunities relating
tv these goals," said Dossey.

"We can no longer allow drill
and arithmetic computation to
fill the curriculum," he added.
Instead of teaching junior
high school students the
mechanics of math, Dossey
said, they may benefit more if
they learned how many tickets
they need to sell to their prom
in order to break even and
what the Drofit Illdrgin would
be if they sold additional
tickets.
"Knowledge of facts withwt
t~e ability to apply them is like
a hollow vessel," he said.
The group. in a 272-page
aocument,
recommended

that:
• ~Iore class time be spent
on problem-solving and ir.:ss
time on rote drill.
• Students learn how
ma'itematical knowledge is
a ppJied to rea I-world
situations in the home, in
business, finance, engineering.
science, humar. resources and
the arts.
• Teachers encourage the
use of calculators and computers so that more class time
IS spent on advancer!
mathematics and less on
computation drills.
• Every high school

graduate have a thorOugh
knowledge
of algebra,
geometry. trigonometry,
probebility and statistics.
Albert Shanker, president of
the American Federation of
Teachers, praised the standards and noted, "Far too

~~be~ou~~~~t m::~ruI~~
rierstbnding the principles or
basic concep'ts behind their
calculations.'
"The standards capitalize on
~hildren's natural curiosity for
solving tJroblems, said
Education Secret lfY LaurQ
Cavazos.

Work experience al~ernative to party beaches
By Megan Haucl..
Staff Wnte

The sru-c Extern program,
in its {ourtn year, gave
Cniversity sltidents an opportunity to spend spring
br~ 10 a different "dy.
The program supplied 68
students from four colleges
externships from March 13 U.
17, a week when hundreds of
University students head for
the beaches.
The purpose of the p~ogram

is to prov!de students with
hands-on experience in their
respective majors prior tv
graduation.
Sponsors. usually employees
or owners of businesses who
remain in contact with the
University, are solicited in the
fall. Students are "Ilatched
with sponsors in terms of
pr9ximlty and field of study.
Patricia A. McNeil,
IlSsisk.nt director of the
Alumni Association, said five

students could not be matched
for lack of transportation.
The program, which began
with 15 students in 1985, has
increased 40 percent each
year, McNeil s3id.
Jack Bass, of J. H. Bass and
Associates of Carbondale, has
sponsored externs for four
years. A former University
instructor, Bass said he appreciates the students who
volunteer j)eir time for an
externship. but tbe program is

Instructor r--------------------------,
Bo..., ' ' ' ' !
revamps
(, .25 OFF
GEB 202
~
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'The -.., Around"

By Doug Toole
Staff Writer

GE-B 202 students will ~ace a
different grading scale and
final exam format because of a
bomb threJI t tha t canceled the
midterrr..

Eric Landrum, psychology
lecturer, said that grading
percentages will be based on
245 points instead of 325 points.
and the final exam will be 120
comprehensive questions over
lecture material.

1.1

$1.25 OFF ANY LARGE
2 INGREDIENT PIZZA
Limit 1 II« order

Pick up & Free Delivery
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a handicap for him.
"It primarily help:. the
student," he said. "It takes
time out that could be
beneficial for me to show them
and help them learn. It has nQ
financial bearing for me."
"~ut it':; better than them
spendmg their time down in
Ft. Lauderdale. It may not
sound as interesting. but it's
worth it."
Bass sponsored
Nicholson,
a

Angela
senior

engineering student. Nicholson
said the exterru;hip gave her a

~::rt!t %;~~~of ~or~~~
graduation.
"It let me know that this is
what I want to go into for
sure," Nicholson said.
The majority of the externs
assumed positions without
pay. The sponsor and the
extern evaluate the program
upon completion.
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Landrum said he mad" the

How can you be sure your water is free of
PCB's, Abestos, Radon, lead, or the
thousands of dtemical carcinogens and toxins
that contaminate Amerka's drinking water?

1 nc Pure Wa.r.e Inc. d,stlllalion process can provide you
p(;acc of mmd in knowmg that you and 'rour famity are
dflnking fresh, gre.lI.tasting Nater free of he.alth-threaleni!lg

Captain Kirk said r 0
e Vidence of a bomb
was fa lnc!

contammants, al a fraction of the cost of bottled water.
!\s~ your local d'Slributor about
our special Imroductory offer

The midter... was dropped
entirely because some
students started on the test
before the bomb threat was
announced, and because of the
difficulty of finding an
alternative testing time,
Landrum said.
"It's a nightmare trying to
schedule a test fer 1,300
students for a two-hour block
of time at night" ~e sa;d
Captain Carl Kirk of the
University Police, said
campus police received an
anonymO'.JS call at 6:40 p.m. on
MardI 9 that said a bomb was
set to go off in Lawson Hall.
Landrum was notified of the
threat, and canceled the
midterm at 7:05, even though
the t.t:st had already been
distributed in some rooms.
Kirk said no eVidence of a
bomb was found
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$1.5C Absolut Citron

Spring Volleyball Tourneys - Due 3/26
Leagues Begin - 3/28

Day or !light

-------

decision to alte the cOIlI'Se
after consl':ting with his
teaching !l..,slStants. He said
the bH1,o~kly quizzes .:over tht'
book ma:l'rial and that lecture
questions ar~ casier than book
questions.

50¢ Stroh's Draft

3 for 1 Stoned Sours

618-457·7695

Wfllcomfl Springtimv With
Eastvr Bunn:es[
Many Colors and Varieties
French Lor,ps
Mini.Lopps
Dutch

~.;
'. .
'." .
.
" .____ -,~
,_
.'
~ {f
"_

Registered Flordi.a Whites

We Carry All the Supplies
You Need For Quality Care of Your Pet

Ejnqlly

New Pups!

Baby Ferrets!

American Eskimos

All Are i'\eu;e~ed,
Descented And Ha ve

Th·ir FirH Shot
(On! y 6 Available)

Mini Dachshund

Cocker Spaniel
Chihuahua

~-10---.....

DAYS LEFT
For priority consideration
of
slue Campus-Based Aid,
mail your
1989-90
ACT/Family Financial Statement
hefore
April I, 1989!
Paid for by the Financial Aid Office

CloM<! Sun.

SIU CHEERlEADING
1989 SPRING TRYOUTS
Clinics:
Monday, !\1arch 27 through Friday, March 31
6:00-9:00pm at the ARE~A
You must attend 3 clinics to be able to tryout
(Friday is manclawry)

Student
Programming
Council
rl"'he

Tryouts:

3rd Floor
Student Center

To help Southern Illinois Farmers
hurt by the drought!

536·3393

Seven hours of music beginning at 7 :OOpm
at FRED'S DAHCE SARH IH CAMBRIA. IL

FRIDAY. RPRIL 7, 1989

~+~

~*
~T~

FREE CONCERTS

EVERY WEDNESDAY
Beginning Wednesday, March 29th
South Patio Student Center at 1:00pm

October's Child ~f~ Jungle Dogs
The Saloonatics ~;~ The Reform
From Hell
~;~ Fuse Box
~f~ Stoneface
$5.00 Donation at the Door
Also check your local record stores
for the drought relief album featuring
all your favorite local bands.
For more information call 536-3393

Come Check Out Your Favorite
LocalfSand

For more information call SPC: 536-3393

Monty Python's

RSO Booth Applications For
Springfest Are Now Available
Deadline: April 3rd at 4:30 pm

The Life of Brian
Fri. and Sat.
March 24 & 25
8 and lOpm

Pick up applications in the 3rd fl. Student
Center, Student Programming Office.
For more infonnation call SPC at 536-3393

4th floor Video lounge
Student Center
all shows $1

Cat People
Tonight at 7 & 9 pm

SPC CONSORTS is looking
for a few good, strong people

~~II~~to work Springfest mainstage.

"-wi_--

..

rop by the SPC office
~"-+-+--4-'"
lOt.:ated on the 3rd floor of the
Student C4'!nter to pick up an
application or call 536-3393
for more infonnation.

SP\: Consorts.
It·s Hot A lob.
But An fldvcznturcz!
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Trident 2 Navy missile exploded, failed first test
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(UPIJ - A Trident 2 missile
somersaulted end over end &nd
exploded in a spectacular
firetall four seconds after
launch from a submarmeTuesday, in a major failure for
the first sea test of the N&vy's
deadliest weapon system.
With a lone Soviet trnwler on
hand to witness the brief flight,
the three-stage $26.5 million
missile. carrying a load at
dummy warheads, was fired
from the USS Tennessee at
10:20 a.m. while the giant
submarine was lruising
submerged east of Cape
Canaveral.
Propelled from one of the

Tennessee's 24 missile tubes
by a powerful charge of
compressed gas, the first stage
of the 126,ooo-pound solid-fuel
:nisstie ignited as planned
seconds after ~he rocket
cleared the ocean surface.
Almost instantly, the big
missile began cartwheeling
througb the sky, witnesses
said
"1- went up jU'It like normal,
it popped out of the water and
then it spiraled around twice
and then it exploded,"
photographer Bili Mitchell
said by radIo telephone from
an observation ship'S,OOO yards
from the sublllarine.
"It got about two missile

lengths above the water. It was
like the engine t~11baJed over
to one side and then it made
two quick loops, end over end.
It cartwhee!ed '" and then it
ex loded."
Air FG:-ce spokesman,
reading a statement, S3id the
first stage fired as planned and
that a "maHunction during
first-stage powered flight"
caused it to "veer off course."
"It self-destructed after
about four seconds of flight,"
he said. "Exact cause of the
maHunction can't be determined until telemetry data is
studied."
It was the fourth failure of a
Trident 2 test flight in 20

t:

launches dating back to
January 1987 and was
especially disaPFinting to the
Navy because :. ::arne during
the first sea test of the new
weapon system.
The 44-foot missiles are
thought to have a maximum
range of up to 6,900 miles,
depending on how many
warheads are carried, and
tney are believed to be so
accurate ther can deliver an
independent y
targetable
nuclear bomb to within 400 feet
ofa target.
Critics claim that with such
pinpoint accuracy the Trident
2 could be used to kn.:x:k out
"harder;I\d" enemy command

posts and missile silos and as
such, it should be viewed as a
"first-strike"
offensive
weaiXlD.
The launch TuP'lday was the
20th test fli~ht of a Trident 2,
built by Lockheed Missiles and
8pace Co. of Sunnyvale, Calif.,
but the first from 8 submarine.
The others were launched
from a ground pad at the Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station.
MitchelJ said debris from Jle
hIPst fell into tne water near
the submarine's location but
Navy officials said the Te~
nessee was not damaged. If'
any case, the exp,losion
created "lots of pieces' and a
"mushroom cloud."

Protesters inspired by Trident missile failure
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (UPl)
- The failure of a Trident 2
missile test Tuesday led to new
demands from peace activists
that nuclear weapons be
abandoned and the money
~~~:~~en, the poor anc'

A Trident 2 missile
somersaulted and exploded in

:f:~ctusf~~ ~~':t

submarine off Florida,

a

major failure for the first sea
test of the Navy's deadliest
weapon system.
The test came as members
of Witness for Disarmament
continued their ninth annual
Holy Week march from New
Haven to Electric Boat
Division in Groton, where the
ballistic missile firing Trident
submarine!! are built.
"The juxtaposition is that
the missiles we are putting so

much faith in as a nation are
failing and yet the continued
resistance (by anti-nuclear
protesters) shows where the
lIue faith of people "Should be
- a peaceful solution through
dialogue," said John Hannan,
of the 18iah Peace Ministry.
Hannan, whose ~p is part
of Witness for DJSarmament,
said II12rchers carrying a
cross to Electric Boat would
pray for an end to r.uclear

weapons outside the sprawling
shipyard on Good Frtday.
The failure of the Trident 2
missile, Hannan said, would
help bring attention to the
group's cause of funneling
money used for weapons to
social causes in the United
Stat·!S and around the world.
"The general reaction is that
once again it is to show that

Stud~nt C~ntC!r

dollars are beinlil! wasted on
testing cl W£8POnS t..~t are by
all accounts hoped that nobody
will ever use," he said.
"But it shows that H they are
used they are completely
unreliable and could result in
the destruction of the world,"
said Hannan, who is
monitoring the peace march
from the protesters' New
Haven headquarters.

Dining ServicCls

This Week's Specials

Quarter Pound Chili Dawg

wi Reg. Fries $1.95

Soup and Salad Bar (8oz. Bowl of each)

$1.99

March is National Nutrition month, and to celebrate,
is featuring a menu that is low in calories, fat,
cholestrol, and sodium for the remainder of March. Make
sure you stop by and check out today's nutritious menu. The
menu will be featured on the Foreign Exchange Line in ~
~

It's Easter and ~ is featuring Bunny Cakes,
decorated in assorted spring colors. Hop on down to
~ and order yours today! or call 453-2616
Bunny Cakes only S4.99 - Special Easter Cupcakes 35(: ea.
or $3.00 a dozen.

lO-:3 LB AVG. KRETSCHMAR FULLY COOKED

19-22 LP AVG. fRICK FULLY C80KED

WHOLE BHLS. HAM

WttCl.E BOttE-11i HAM

':!:r';i'
1:
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TENDEF TASTY SPEARS OF

COUPON SAVINGS ON ...

fiSi1ARflG(JS

PEVELY BOTTER

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. 'v~R. 25TH. RIGHT TO Ul\UT. NO SALES TO DEALERS.

Teens decide sexual norms
By Geor.)a Monaghan
Minnea;>olis·St. Paul SI&" Tribune

U.S. teen-agers are taking on
tlH> task their parents started
several decades ago but
couldn't finish, sayb a
University of Min'1esota
sociol~l

s~l re~~!uti:~pleting

the
Teen-agers are moving
away frem the extremes of
sexual thinking - complete
abstinence on the one hand,
rar,dom sexuality on t~e other
- absolutist attitudes that
sociologist Ira Reiss says are
largely responsible for making
the U.S. teen-age pregnancy
rate the highest in the
developed world.
Reiss has found that today's
teen-ager3 appear to be
coming up with th'!ir own
sexual ethic. They are saying,
in effect, thai. under certain
circumstances, it'!, their right
to have sex.
Even teen·agers who aren't
sexually active say they see
sexuality as a matter of per·
sonal .::hoice rat~er than a
beha vior decided by adults.
"It is a feeling that is clear to
thtm," says Reiss. "It may not
be clear to their parents."

Although the new attitudes
have not been precisely
measured, they are widely
recognized by experts and
teen-agers themselves.
"I've fOlmd it doesn't make
any difference wbether the
kids live in a big city or small
town," ~id Lillian Rubin, a
sociol~t and psychologist at
the Uruversity of California's
Institute for the Study of
Change.
Data collected i"l the early
'60s shl}Wed that 20 percent of
female teen-agers were having
intercourse. By 1970 that
figure jumped to 30 per:!el1t.
By 1980, more than half the
women ,,'ere baving intercourse before they were 17;
70 percent before they were 19.
Now 80 percent are having
inten"ourse before they are 19.
The United States, Reiss
says, has the highest rates of
AIDS, rape, child sexual abuse
and teen-age pregnancy in the
Western World because "we
use U~e most simplistic,
irrel~, ant
morality for
r~<i!,v!ling about a complex,
difficult sexual situation, and
it is dangerous. It can kill you.
It can get you pregnant. It can
give you all kinds of diseises.

It ca:1 make y.x.; fed very
guilty.
"Now we are motring to
complet.~ the sexual revolutior.
that we began in the '60s with
an attitude revolution, a way of
being more sophisticated
about evaluating what's right
and wrong sexually, and the
only way we'll do that is by
getting away from the view
that abstinenee is the only
standard."
Eviaen-:-:e shows that more
sophisticated attitude& are
catching up with behavior.
Sexually active teenage girls
"are having more partners
and more intercourse, and
the~' are start.ing younger,"
Reiss said. Nevertbeless,
pregnancy rates among that
group show a decline of 8 to 10
percent in pregnancies during
the '80s.
"And that inl~icates one
thing. 'rhey are mOt"e cautious.
They are usir,g contraception
more effecti,·ely. ThtlY are 110t
as effective as the Europeans,
or even !.he Canadians, but
they are going :.-: that direction."
Scripps I:oward News Service

Dakotas still separate~ not equal
BiSMARCK. N.D. (t'PIl -

3ae~:,~a~~e c~~~;a~~fa~
died quietly with a vote of th€
state Legisiature Tuesday,
while to the south, a plan to
merge North and South Dakota
also was rejected.
The North Dakota Senate
voted 36-15 to kill a resolution
by Sen. Timothy Mathern, DFargo, that called for a

statewide vote on the proposed
name change. A companion
resolution asking Congress to
allow the change W:lS defeate<i
by voice vote.
Sen. Raymon Holmberg, RGrand Forks, OPPlSed the
resolution and said changing
the name of North Dakota
would be akin to "fixing your
dog."
In South Dakota, Gov.
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Homes
Mobile Homes

Real Estate
Amiques
Books
Cameras
Computers
Electron:cs
Fumitlln.
Musical
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Sporting Goods
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Found
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Geurge Mickelson Tuesday
rejected a plan by a retired
Sioux Falls history teacher to
merge the two sta tes.
"What would be accomplli:heIi by it'?" Mickelson
wondered.
Sut Clarence Barto, 75, said
CO"lgre;s made a big mistake
crea.tmg North and South
Dakota and it has hurt the
states economically.

FREE LIVE
COMEDY EVERY
WEDNESDAY

NiGHT IN THE
STUDENT CENTER
BIG MUDDY
ROOM
I"i 9:00 PM
School I/O< you down ~
Then make Wednesda)'l5 your nil/ht
[0 cu t loooe and laugh at the htXt.<ll:
'Wld-up comediuv in thr bwin... '

EnJoy the hi'"ity of your favorite

-I

prof... ional comediuv every
Wedneoday at 9:00p.m. in the aU·new
'Comedy Cellar.' located in the Big
Muddy Room r:1 the Stude:- Center
aboolutely FREE r:1 charll<'! Don·t be
•• tia in the mud. Com. j081 d,.
fun, Iaueha. pizza ap«:iala. and FREE
tOhN in 'The Arcade.' <Yery
Wedneaday night at 9:00 in the
'Comedy Cellar" at thr Student
een[e<!

LYNN AND
FRIENDS

'Tonigfit
Lynn it; ••• If· r:augm ventriloqul.t
",ho hOI bought the ill",;"" of Itfe
and ..a:ptlonal voc.al.kilb to£<<her
forming -Lynn and frien2'- A.,
outstanding comedy act du:_ hu
ia5cln~ted young and old ilhkt'
d-.roughou[ lht' northwestern MBta
L..T:n.....
LT~d(JV<:,

J
f

I

I
l

j_c~

ilnd dC''oIdopfi her OYvn
Ofl.l:;:1l13! ,md humOfotJ.I.

ro,.J[m~

that at'C adcp( to dlfff("r(>~lr
,\"p('~ of aud icncC5 He-- aud lenu~
F.U!;' :!,d_~(m ;;Ht.d abluy to ad-lib
( .• ~,

~1 pert"... rrr.1A r lI... C

INSURANC!
Health-

~

Scout'. Honor

Short & Long
•• _•• ~T t'fr.'

A t

Standard &
U 0: •••.•.. High Rllk

Motorcycl. . &. ~
~&.~

AYALA
INSURANCE

457-4123

The D.E. Clossified
Works

Call 536·3311

country Club
CircJ&

Sugar Tree

• Walk to University
Mall
• EN. 1,2, & 3 BIR
Fur. & Unfur.

Now Leasing
529--4611
529-4511
1195 E. Walnl!t
8:30-5 M-F

HQUSES

Imperial M(l('ca
Now Leasing

1. . . . . . . ,'j;pntlco.'Cll1,4Ml.t..$Ihon.

for

i'UflQflWo\l!

-Housing for the
Serious Studentfurnished,
C"rJe

bedroom

and effldendes

L .....

APAR1MENTS
SIU approved for
5Ophomor '$ and up
NOW RENTING FOR
. SUMMER & FALL 89-90
fatunne: Effidmcies. 2 &. Jbd.
Split lew! opa.

Wim,

Indudes:

Shown by
Ap~intm"nt

only

~49-6610

WallCDwall_
Fully f'"miIhed

wmtn~.

1110 1<1.11.

IIN·(\tCK~I1tomParlo.on

W.aJI.Ch.ambrt Diu: ~QQ"Jl w/lo'ti. ut24rno

~~=S\~~n~.)mOt~SIOO

4 . . . . N~.3bC1rm gAr..g ... _ynd
w..Q.ker&- drrct. y.a:rd. I ~I\ ~ 1
rnoloe.io4l.~

.. m(lflth

S.• I.c.....e.w.

SwimminK pool
Air Conditioning

Carpet &. Air
l..dundry fadlitip"s
Water, Trash &. Sewer
Dean f'... Quiet
No pets

iJnllao!ndudl:d.lp~~.

nerd!. Z ,"orcS 50 140

Summer 8.. Fall

Jbam1.g.Al"gc !USC!

yo&fcturtlllryro<,,",_So4aOoIImonm(loW:
... lr~"'yc1.'\ftImd"~'

CabI.TVoorvic.c

Mainre.nanceletYic:e
O\.coaIKrilb

ANDYFr
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPl:S
(;;,r Worman.Al nop by

The Quads
1207 S. Wail
457-4123
SHOW APARrMENTS
Mon., Wed., Fri. [·5pm

Sat., 11·lpm

a.

'IU. I

w--.s bc1nn. washerOdry«oIIl

lltIUn."" lndI.<ded.

I"IIO~

ro UnIvenIr)M.Ul

S.1.55<61'\m~.111SI".

t •• D I J ' * ..... IJ,.~kr08t:IOt'~l
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,~,

529-3513
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National Guard use unlikely
in capital's drug-related war
WASHINGTON (uPI) The Bush admiliistra tion
temporarily ruled out Tuesday
calling up the National Guard
to fight rising drug-relate-:i
violence in the nation's capital
but will look at several other
options, including creating a
lu:al-federal anti-drug strike
force.
White House spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater said calling
up the National Guard or
regular military troops "is
most unlikely" and administration drug czar
William Bennett called the
report Bush was considering
the option" j,lSt nonsense ...
"It is not bemg considered in
a w<.y that is a live option at
this roint," Bennett told a
new!) conference in Phoenix,
where he is attendu;.g a
weekJong conference of
supervisors of the federal
Dr'Jg Enforcemen~ Administration and FBI.
"Five vears from now {jve
months 'from now, ~aybe
something will happen to
reconsider. I never say
never." he added.
But he said he disagreed
with those who say law enforcement has not worked.
"One of the things we need to
do is be sure that when we
make the effort in law enforcement, that we are serious
about the effort," he said. "I
don't think we've really tried
law enforcement to the degree
we should have."

In Washington, an aide to
Bennett said creation of a
special strike force - one of
the options under serious
consideration - could possibly
include members of the FBI or
Drug Enforcement Administration and, with local
police, hit the streets in druginfested neighborhoods.
Bennett is expected to
declare tile capital a "highintensity
drug· trafficking
area," so it would be eligible
for federal assistance.
Thr New York Times
reported Tuesday Bush is
considering stern measures tC'
curb the drug-related vi'llence
in Washington, including ase of
federal troops.
The newspaper said Bush is
willing to consider calling out
the National Guard, or using
regular military troops, if
district police are unable to
stem a spiraling tide of
shootings and murders.
There ha ve been more than
100 homicides in the district
this year, nearly twice as
many as this time last year.
The nation's capital had a
record 372 slayings in 1988, the
highest murder I'ate in the
country
A Bennett aide said the drug
czar IS expected to ha ve a
federal action plan for the
district completed and in place
within two weeks.
He said in addition to a localfederal strike force, it would
likely prQ"ide additional

prison space, possibly in now
abandoned military facilities,
more treatment centers and
measures to safeguard public
housin~ from drugs.
"The idea of federal t,;",·t
leather on the streets of th~
Distri:t of Columbia is about
as far fron. h;,\r.opening as can
be - and still be in the realm
of possibili ty, " the Bennett
aide said.
Bennett has said that persistent rumors of cocaine use
by Washington Mayor Marion
Barry is a complicating factor
in coping with the city's drug
problems.
Barry has denied any
wrongdoing, but the local U.S.
attorney's office is investigating his visits in
November and December to
the hotel room of a suspected
drug dealer, a former city
employee.
The Bush administration has
not detailed how the National
Guard might be used, E".xcept to
point io the peace-keeping role
1t played during a period of
racial Lnrest in Little Rock,
Ark., in 1957.

! Jackson

wants GOP's
voter registration stand
WASHINGTON <UPO Jesse JackS{)il, trying to
spa.rk mov~ to speed and
Simplify voter registration,
tolli Republicans Tuesday
that supporting the effort
would be proof they were
serious about reaching out
to minorities.
The fiery civil rights
leader and two-time
Democratic presidentiai
caildidate added in
testimony to a House
subcommittee
that
establishing
national
procedures to allow people
to register and vote on the
same day would "for the
first time ... breathe life into
the one-person, one-vote
concept."
"Universal
voter
registration is neither proDemocratic nor antiRepublican. It'., neither
liberal nor conservative,
but rather represents the
mOlal ('enter," he told a
House subcommittee
considering
voter
registration bills.
•• Americans
are

The Guard, a state militia
mostly equipped and funded by
the federal government, is
under control of the state
governor unless the units are
called to federal duty. In total,
there are 450,000 men and
women in 3,457 guard units
across the nation.

Democratic or Republican
by choice, not by birth," he
added.
Hoping to head off any
potential GO'? opposition to
the same-day registration
concept, Jackson reminded
Republicans on the panel of

~hr~siJ:~:ni~eusSh f~ond
Republican
National
Committee Chairman Lee
Atwater that the GOP will
try to attract more blacks
and other minorities to its
ranks.
"U's my hope that Ute
Republican members of this
committee will {oilow the
record of the national
chairman in moving toward
expansion of your party,"
he told Republicans on the
House Administration
subcommittee on Elections.
"There can be no clearer
signal to send to disenfranchised voters than to
support efforts to increase
an inclusion in the political
process," he said.
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House approves legislation
to protect federal informants
WASHI~GTON
(liPI) The House approved and sent
to the White House Tuesday
legislation t'J give f:>deral
employees who expose waste,
fraud and abuse 1:1 gove~n
ment additional safeguards
again~t
firings or other
pUnIshment
As t~le first substantive bill
adopted in the lOlst Congress.
It cleared the SenatE' last week
'In a 97-0 vote an,~ was aT>proved by the House wit!"! 'a
voice vote. President B!lsh is
expected to sign the measure,
nearly identical to legislation
that was pocket-vetoed last
vear bv former P!'esident
Reagan·
"This marks the final
stretch of a long and winding
road ir. our efforts to reestablish protections for
federal employees who blow
the whistle on waste, fraud and
abuse," said Rep. Gerry
Sikorski, D-Minn., the bill's
floor leader in the House.

to"Ii~~ 0~6~a~lr~d~ g~in~

people on the inside can talk tf'
us. and we can protect them,"
said Rep. Pat Schroeder, 0Colo., a major force behind the
legislation.
"It's not just the Defense
Department, it's !be sa vings
and loan crisis. It's everything

that occurs every day of the
wl£k," she declared "It's
absolutely essential."
The bill's key features.
fundamentally unchanged
from the vetoed version, would
establish a simpler and fairer
standard for whil>tleblow~rs to
prove retaliation by their
bosses and would give them
the right to ap~l their own
cases to the Merit Systems
Protection Board if the
government's Office of Special
Counsel fails to do so.
The legisla lion requires the
special counsel to work in the
interest of whistleblowers and
gives them increased
procedural protection as well
as guarantees of con-

fi~~~~li~e

bill was on the
Senate noor, Sen. Carl Levin,
D-Mich., termed federal
employees who risk their jobs,
families and health to expose
waste and _Jrruption the
"frontline soldiers in the battle
to save the taxpayers money."
"Giving real protection to
these whistleblowers is a very
simple and very effective way
to cut cost overruns and save
taxpayers' dollars," Levin
said. "All too often, federal
employees are faced with
extraordinary pressures not to
expose
waste
and

Investigation on ethics
continue through April
WASHINGTON WPl) The House ethics committee,
plowing through results of a
nine-month investigation of
Speaker Jim Wright, D-Texas,

is not expected to finish its
deliberations until next month,
a committee leader said
Tuesday.
The House is scheduled tc>
tate its Easter recess next
week and committ.ee members, upoll leaving town later
this week, are not ~'JM!Cted to
return to W~ until the
fU'St week of A '.
"I just don t see bow we
could finisb thia muaive
report (by the recess>," said
Rep. John ~)'t'I'S, R-Ind.,
rariking Republican on the
panel.
At the Wbite House,

r.:~~or'~~ !a~t~

607 S. :Ilinois Ave

mismanagement by their
agencIes."
The senator cited surveys
md:cating 70 percent of federal
employees with knowledge of
fraud do not report it because
they fear retaliation
The 1978 Civil Service
Reform Act created the Office
of Special Counsel to help
protect whistleblowers. but
Levin ana other critics have
denounced it as ineffectuaL
One former special counsel.
William O'Cvnnor, said he
would tell empioyees: "Unless
you're in a position to retire or
are independently wealthy.
don't do it. Don't put your head
up bec"use it will be shot off."

5295679
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Bush's administration won
praise in Congress for its
willingness to work out
changes in tl1e bill after
Reagan's rejedbn. Attorney
General Dick Thornburgh
promised Levin l'J fight any
attempt to alter an agreement
on the legislation's content,
and no changes were made
during noor debate after final
changes were worked out with
the administration.

sp()kesman Ma.rlin Fitzwater
said the administration was in
no W.:1y pressing for action in
the matter. "We have no intentiOD ol getting involved in
the Jim Wright situation,"
Fitzwater said.
In a related development,
ethics committee Chairman
Julian Dixon, £>..CaI::., said the
reported by two news
organizations involving
Wright, his friend George
Mallick ~ Texas and Richard
Swann, chairman ~ a Florida
savings and loan iDatituti-ll'1.
Dixon aa!:I the deal, in wbicb
Wright noporteciiy earned at
least $50,000, was iDcluded in
the ~ge ~ sublllitted
by the eGIIlIIllttel!'. special
counsel.lUcbardPbeian.

KOPIES & MORE

Southern Illinois' Luges!
Surplus Outlet
"WE AIM TO PLEASE"

New Outlet In Carbondale
MOil., !'.larch 27th
RR 8 Sweet's Corner
457-2729

OPENING
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Do You Support FREEDOM?

\

I
Dear Legislator.
I
I strongly support a penon's right to &eedom of chru:e and urge yau to fight any effort to
I
overturn the Supreme Court's 197.) ded.sion denying the states' right to restrict freedom of
choice.
I
It is undisputed that before the Roe y Wade decision, women were forced to aeelt "back
I
alley abortions," thereby risking death 01' mutilation. H the decision is:wert\n'ned, women will I
again face those risks. Women will not stop seeking abortions when needed. No law in the
I
world can stop people from exercising their inalienable right to COIltrol their own bodies.
I
The special interest minorities lobbying to overturn Roe v Wade have dismissed as insig.
nificant the risks taced by women should they be forced to returJ1 to ''back. alley abortion." [ say I
I
the possibility of death or mutilation is not an insignificant risk.
I
H the Supreme Court overturns or modifies Roe y. Wade the states will then be &ee to
prohibit a women's right to exercise control over her own body. This issue is 50 inherently
I
per:oonal that il must not be legislated. The decision to end a pregnancy must be left up to the
I
individuals involved.
I
There has been debate over the status of a woman who gets an abortion if it is once again
I
made illegal. Practically everyone who advocates outlawing freedom of chOlce supports the
I
idea that the woman would be the victim of the abortionist. This view denies the woman's'
I
ability to reason and .:ontrol her own life. This view ildvocates making women the vi¢ms of
I
tile legislatures and the special interest groups controlling them.
I
The situation is at a critical leveL As my elected offidal, I urge you to reyresent my view
and rally in suppo: ~ of a woman's right to determine her own future. [ am not, [ repeat,. not
I
asking you to decide if abortion is right or wrong. I am asking you to leave that decision up \0 I
the individual. Let us not slip backward in time \0 the dark ages of "back alley abortions."
I
Sincerely,

I
I
I
I

ot the represenutives listed below. We must not allow a minority of special interests to control our I
lives. We must speak ou.t for freedom. Do it now, before we rwt out of time and options. I

U you. support this position, please clip this letter and mail it to any or all
(pmd/;" h~ Fn(,lId.1 for [-'rn',lum!

Rep. Charles M. Price
Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Room 2110
Washington, D.C. 20515

Sen. Alan Dixon
Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Room 331
Washington, D.C. 20510

Rep. Glen Poshard
Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Room 2109
Washington, D.C 20515

Sen. Paul Simon
Dirk'iCn Senate Office Bidg
Room 462
Washington, D.C 20510

I
I
I
I
I

L.~--:-:-·-:-:~-"'-~"':"''7'-;;7'';-'--:''7'7"-~-:'''''''·~''''''·''bffty"i:~~~~~riIt;:f>a~~t· .

Committee discusses retaining strength coach
By Stephanie Wood
StaN Writer

Finding a way to keep
football graduate assistant
Ken Jones on staff was
discussed by the Intercollegiate Athletics Ad·
visory Committee Tuesday.
Jones was hired as a
strength and conditioning
coach by former head coach
Rick Rhoades 10 days before
Rhoades left to take a job at

Alabama.
Athletics director Jim Hart
said the department would like
to keep Jones on staff, but
cannot afford to pay him.
Hart told the committee the
$20,000 range was a minimum
t(l keep him on staff.
'Ken doesn't want to leave
the University," Hart said.
"He likes it here, but hey,
money talks too. "
Jones has hl.'!jJed develop

GRADE, from Page 24-

kn~~!de~\~eYa~:~~ordo';~r t1fn~~e~~t~cmpiledbythe

Athletics Nikki Chambers said,

a thletics department,

seme;oter to take care of any
problems and they also have
summer semester.
"I have talked specifically
with Rodney Watscn to stay on
top afany problem."
Chambers said the depart.
ment focuses on football and
basketball, but is concerned
with all i!tI!dent-athletes.
"We pay more attention to
football because there are so
manv1 students invoved and
men s basketball because
there is so much publicity in
this area lately,' she said.
"Really it does Dot matter
whether they :.re a football
player or a ba!!~f·tball player.
We are trying to develop some
specific program to help aid
the athletes. We do have some

Herrin said the figures were
not correct a~d that two
players listed in the report are
DO longer on the team.
Herrin took junior Freddie
McSwain out of the starting
lineup for two games during
the Salukis' 2O-win season for
not attending class.
Senior Randy House was
declared academicaliy
ineligilble because he was not
registered for the required 15
hours at the start of the spring
semester.

conditioning programs tor
other sports in the department
aswf'll.
"He's got a wc;y with young
people," Hartsaid.
The committee also
discussed the attenda~lce at
bome basketball J:;ames.
Committl.'e member- John
Cherry suggested SIU-C was
the only team in the CODference that didn't pad its
attendance records.
Hart said, "I think w!.' could

ABC

• Dealers Auction
every Mon. at 11 :OOam
• Consignment Auction
every Mon. at 7:00pm
t 0% CommiSSion On
Items Over $100 and
2..00io On Others.
Murphysboro It

684-6606

WELLNESS
CENTER
GROUPS &
WORKSHOPS

need to get pass people that
don't go through the turn·
stiles."
In other reports, West said
SIU-C is trail10g Illinois State
for ~:Je Commissioner's Cup,
honoring Ute top school 10
overall sports excellence.
Sh' said tho Salukis could
still win but it would take an
outstanding effort on the part
of spring sports.

IRose decI"Ines any cammen-'t

the

i£:!~~~v;~r:ifi~ ~~~r:n::;~~:I~~O~

Auctions

pad it and feel at all guiJty
about it."
Cberry suggested we
estimate the total attendance
rather than use on L'te turnstile
numbers because not all fans
use the turnstile entrances.
Associate athletIcs director
Charlotte West said she WliS
offended that padding was
suggested as an option.
"I"m offended by suggesting
padding," West said. "We've
identified the problem. We

"I ·
..
I d
untl Investigation camp ete
PLANT CITY, Fla. (UPI)
- Cincinnati Reds manager
Pete ROlle, the subject of a
baseball commissioner's
investigation, said Tuesd.'lY
he won't comme:lt on the
subJect until th"! investigation is completed.
"If something happens.
b ' t ha
['0 talk
:~il"NffR~. "Ibave
tPl,d.t"
nOcommen . - now.
The I!ommiasioner's office

announced Monday it is
investigating "seriaus
allegations" involving R.ose.
Although the allegations
were unsp.=.eified, rumors
have circuhltOO that they
involve gambling.
While the investigation
continues, Rose said he
intends to continue his
regular s~ring training
routine, m'... ~ traveling
to St. }'eters urg for

T-Jesday's exhihition game
a~ainst the St. Louis Car·
dinals.
"I've got the greatest job
intheworld,"he&''lid.
Reds' general manager
Murrav Cook declined to
speewate 00 the f.x:us of the
investigation.
"I Nave to think it's a
confidential investigation
and! certainl.., ..... peet it as
b," 'd C~sue
5&1
UUIIo._
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Writing Successful
Dissertation
and
Thesis Proposals
This summer we are offering a
practical, hands on course
concerning the preparation of
thesis and dissertation proposals.
cos 593; MTWTHF; 2:30-4:30; Rm 1007
Communications Bldg; Dr. Randall R. Robey;
June 12 - July 7.
for more information and a syllabus, Call 453-4307.

Spring Dre

Faculty/Staff Golf League
Register before Mar 25 at the
SRC Infonnatlon Desk.

Play from Mar 27 • May 1
Contact Herman Wiiliams
for more informatiorl,
536-5531.

~-::
.:::----.
Intramural

Recreational
Sports

•

SALE
Wvdnczsday

STOP·&.-..c,.....-...u..
PROCRalTlNATINGI
!his ane nig/lt won.shcp will MIp
you undemorod witt you put tIW1go
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THURSDAY, MARCH 23
3-430PM

Act I

LESLIE LUCKS
Liz Claiborne
And More ...

For information
or individual

coun.eI' .g
536.4441
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NCAA's Midwest regional
toughest in the tournament
Minnea~oils·St.

Paul

Star

T:ib'-!I"Je

Six weeks ago Louisville was
riding a 14-game winning
streak, a victory away from
moving to the tor of the
natiom.l polls. But center
Pervis Ellison twisted a knee.
the streak was ended and the
Cardinals regressed in the
nation"l rankings.
Ellison is healthy again,
Louisville has a five-game
winning streak and coach
Denny Crum believes his club
is back at peak form after a
late-season swoon. But Crum
knows tha t even if the Cardinals are ru'lning on all
cylinders, the rood to the Final
Four will be a bumpy one.
The reason: Crum's
assigned route is through the
Midwest Region, which as
travel goes is a little like trying
to get through New York City
II t rush hour.
With the NCAA field reduced
lo the Sweet 16, the Mic',w~t's
quartet at the Minne.J.polis
Melrodome this week~nd looks
like this: No 1 seed Illinois,

then were hit by a~ NCAA
investiga tiOh.
Louisville would ~ve been
No. I had it extended its
winning streak to 15 against
Ohio State. Bt. when Ellison
crumpled, so did the Cardinals.
"! can't remember a region
where any of four teams could
ha ve been considered the best
in the country," CBS-TV
analyst Billy Packer said.
Here are some highs and
lows, the best and the worst of
the NCAA's best regional
tournament.
Best matchup: There may
not be a better pairing in the
tournament, including the
Fina.! Four, than Friday's
Illinois-Louisville contest. The
meeting features the classic
confrontation of Illinois' speed
against Louisville's 6-9 Ellison
and 7'{) Felton S~ncer. Most
are picking speed to prevail. "1
just think they have more
talented basketball players on
the Joor than Louisville has,"
Arkansas coach Nolan
Richardson said.

No.2 Syracuse, No.3 Missouri,
No.4 Louisville. The first two
rounds were merely an
exercise for lile foursome,
whose members won secondround games by an averagl? of
13.8 points, with Louisville's
nine-point spread over
Arkansas the CICSest
"All the regions are tough,
but there ar~n't any tougher
than ours," Crum "aii.!. ··1
doubt if there's any other
regions with four teams that
were either ranked Nv. 1 (in
the nation), or as close to ooing
ranked No. I. "
Crum's point is well taken.
Illinois, 21-1) with gua. r!
Kendall Gill in uniform, was
14-0 and No.1 before the senior
guard fractured his foot.
Illinois lost to Minnesot2. 6!Hi2
in its first game without Gill
and fell from the top.
Syracuse climbed to No.1 by
starting its season 13-0.
Missouri was as high as No. 3
and un talent alone might have
clinlbed to No. 1. But the
Tigers lost coach Norm
Stewart to .:ancer surgery.

HOOSIER, from Page 24
Anvhow, Knight called
Henson in Champaign a few
days before their teams v. ere
to meet anr:! alok:xl if he'd like
to go with him and see Knight's
son, Pat, play. Pat is a senior
at Bloomington (lnd.) T\orth.
"He did well," said Henson.
"He scored 17 or 18 points. He
handled t...'le balL He's good. I
think he'll i~O to a prep school,
but be ~r. play major college
ball."
What did Henson and Knight
I4lk abOJ.lt?
"About a lot of things," said
trenson, careful not to disclose
grapevine secrets.
"Hes sitting there and I
don't think I was ever pulling
more for a team to win
because I could see Bob's
reactions. He was llke any
other father. He was into the
game.
··U you I'ave a son playing,
you know how it can affect you.
When your team plays YOll
handle it _nuch better
emotionally than when you

w~~J=:rolli~~~ "On The
Brink" might find it curious
that Knight would invite

Henson anY'" here. YOJ.l can firing.
W8'; critical
Michigan State's Jud
of Henson's recruiting HeaL'lcote, who heads the
3,OOO-member
National
proced'~res. Hensen said after
the book appeareci. in stores, Association of Basketball
Knight called him and Coaches, said, "This is a
apologized, sayir.g his positio() t:~avesty. I'm going to a~k the
had not been accurately (:'oJABC) board of directors to
portrayed,
write a strong letter on Bob's
Th,~re is II perception adb<>half."
vanced by somt:. that Knight is
Donewald is a former
mellowing. How tabout it, Lou?
assistant coach for Knight.
"It co;.tld be. I've been
"If you can fire Bob
around him quite a bit. As we Donewald, then 1 might as well
get older, we all mellow to be fired or Dean Smith (North

look it up. Knight

SOJDe degree. ~ .

Indiana'S Bobby Knight No. 1
according to UPi writers poll
United Press international

Bob Knight, who guided
Indiana to the Big Ten
championship
after
preseason predictions of
fifth pllice, Tuesday was
named college basketball's
Coach of the Year by United
Press InternatioIldI.
It marks the second time
Knight has been UPI's top
national coach. He won the
honor in 1975 when the
Hoosier~ were31-L
Knight, who has coached
Indiana to national
championships in 1976, 1981
and 1987. has the Hoosiers in
the hunt again. Indiana, 'n-7
and !IoIo. 6 in the final poll, is
in the round of 16 and will
play Seron Hall in the West
Regional in Denver.
"I don't think coaching is
necessarily l"'..flected in the
wen-lost record,"
is
Knight's long-time response

WEATHER, from Page 24righthander with a 6.00 ERA
who through 4 1·3 innings f'f
relief SWlday, or Jim Edwards
(l-lJ,
a
sophOlI'ore
righthander with a 3.64 ERA.
SouthCl'.st Missouri's top five
hitten' all have averages over
.344. Sopr.omore shortstop

.

protege, Bob Donewald, was
dismissed as Illinois State
coach. Donewald is respected
in the pr.xession.
Other coaches have
registered outrage at the
action by Illinois State
president Thomas Wallace and
athletic director Ron Wellman.
Donewald's Redbirds made
the NCAA tournament in 198384-85, but fell on hard times of
late. Reportedly, Donewald's
reluctance to support fundraising functions at the school
by boosters prompted his

Cory Crosnoe is hitting .452
and has a team-high lP. RBIs.
Catcher Dean DeEfere is
batting .407 and fLY'St bt'seman
Scott Horace IS at .395.
Southeast Missouri is
averaging 7.5 NIlS per game,
lO.Oathome.

SMITH, from Page 24--

dividuaUy
\l ith
their
respective players and that
went well.
"The voluntary weight
program went exceptionally
welL There was a 100 percent
turnout on the Monday school
was iced out (March 6), and I
think:
that is a good sign. "
Carolina CDIIch) or anybody
Players bave been voltm-else," Mid Knight. "Nobody in
tarily
participating in the
the last 10 years has done a
better job with the resources. weight program at tbe Arena
since
the
~nd of last season,
The kind of people who are
involved, th~ AD and the
president, are the kind of
people who shouldn't be
around athletics. The AD's
whole involvement in college
athletics is equivalent to
pouring a salt shaker in the
ocean.
DrakE
coach
Tom
Abatemarco said: "You talk
about sports getting out of
hand and here you have one of
the cleanest and finest gentlemen in the business.

un-~~~:s £~dflw~°i:

to coaching awards. "Some
guys at .500 do a great job
with little talent."
A championsillp season
for Indiana appeared a
distant possibility last Dec.
7 when the Hoosiers awoke
with a 3-4 record after losing
at Notre Dame. In three 01
the \ossP.S, the Hoosiers
yielded 100.>" more points, a
first for a Knight-coached
team.
"1 wanted to start us out
with a dPIensive IJase and be
the quickest defenslve team
we could play," Knight ·;aid
of his plans the,. "Mllybe
we would ha ve been, but
that team was a poor
ballhandling team."
Poor ballbandling is a
Knight no-no, so the veteran
coach shifted gears, switched lineups and turiJed to a
three-guard alignment that
featured jumpshooters Jay
Edwards and Joe Hillman.

when the Salukis finished at 47.

Smith said the transition for
hiItI.self end the new staff has
gone well, and their past
history together has helped.
"It is fortunate most of us
knew each other before,"
Smith l>8.id. "I feel we have as
rwe -staff as there is in the
United States. There is a great
blend of experience and
youtb."
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Athletes aren't
making grade

•

Academic woes bother IAAC
By Stephanie Wood
end David Oallianettl
StaftWriters

The academic standing of
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Freshman quartE!lback Tony Whiteside prepares
for a snap Tuesday as the Salukis opened up

their spring practice workoutS. It was the N'St clay
on the field under Bob Smith.

Saluki football underway
with new coach Bob Smith
By DlYld Oamanettl
and Stephanie Wood
S:aff Writers
Go..~ in place and footballs
in hand, the Sdukis opened
spring practice Tuesday at
McAndrew Stadium, marking
the debut of new bea d coach
Bob Smith auG hlii staff.
Smith, who was hired Jan. 30
to replace former coach Rick
Rhoades who left for Alabama,
said he bas a number of things
on his 8~enda that need to be
accomplished.
"The No_ 1 goal this spring is
to establish our system of
offense and defellBe and
master it as much as we can,"
said Smith, who will abandon
last season's wishboDt' for an
air assault.
"It will probably be a little
slower offensively than
defensively, because there llre
some pa;ition changes and
new bloekmg schemes. We will
have to get in eight or nine
practices before we run a
precisioned attack."
Smith said the Salukis will
be working without pads yet

today, as they were Tuesday,
but would start up with the
pads Thursday and Friday.
After a break for the Easter
holiday, the Salukis will
practice every Tuesday,
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. Smith said.
Practice was supposed to
start Monday, but had to be
canceled because repairs on
the stadium's turf had not been
completed. Several seams on
the McAndrew pla'
field
g the
~an coming up
fall season.

disRleasure over the situation.
. Bob Smith is I! little lJ"rate
about that," Hart said.
The repairs have been
temporarily postponed until
the completion of spring
practice on April 22, the date cit
the maroon and white game.
Among other goals Smith
has set for the sring workouts
is increasing playt'r-coach
relationships, treating the
spring as an evaluation period
for the coming season and
seeking team togetherness and
spirit.

Athletics director Jim Hart
said Sport Tech, the company
who originally had installed
the turf, was still under its
five-year warranty so the
repairs would not cost the
University. SIU-C still owes
$66,000 for the turf.
"OUr only leverage is $66,000
that we held baclt," Hart said.
"We will not pay until its
meets our sa tisfaction.
"The University has been on
their backs long before I got
her ..
ltart said Smith expressed

"We need to come out with
an idea of what our two deeps
will look like for the fall, "
Smith said.
All players eligible have
returned, Smith said, and he is
pleased with the effort they all
have put forth during the off
season.
"I will be meeting with them
individually during tile spring,
ard we have had some team
meetings," Smith said. "All
the position coaches met in-

C

See SMITH, Page 23

tercolfegiate Athletics Advisory Committee meeting
Tuesday.
Committee member Patricia
Medlin, the community's
repres'"ntative, S4!d "community chit-chat" was that the
basketball team was going to
lose two of its starters to
grades,
Athletics director Jim Hart
responded to the allegation
sayin~, "We haven't lost them
yet."
re~~I~ifiC names were
Men's basketball coach Rich
Herrin would not comment at
the committee's discussion.
"I think that is an individual
matter," Herrin said. "Grades
are evaluated each semester.
We don't have anything to
know right now_ They are just
specula ting. "
FoIloNing Medlin's comments aWlt the basketball
players, the committee
dihcussed academic standing
of tile rest of the University's

athletes. Associate athletics
director Charlotte West said
some athletes are struggling in
their classes.
"We've got some athletes
that are in p"etty bad
situations," she said.
West sail:! there are constraints on what the athletic
department can do for the
student-athlete.
"People are always asking if

~~r~a~d~~~t~~,:~ ~~ f~~~
(the student-athletes) can do.'-·

Hart expressed a fear that
some players may not be involved in their respective
programs unless things were
turned around.
"Unfortunately. I'm afraid
it's going to hit bottom with
some of the athletes," said
Hart who added that coaches
shared some responsibility for
the grades of thelJ" athletes.
Assistant basketball coach
Rodney Watson, the Salukis'
academic
coordinator.
declined any comment on the
subju:t.
"I don't have a statement
really," Watson said. "It is
midterm now and everyone
See GRADE, Page 22

Henson, Kn\gh\ share

night of Hoosier hoops
B}'OaveDorr
St. louiS Post-Dispatch

Bob Knight of Indiana and
Loo Henson of Illinois, college

basketball coaches who own
500 career victories apiece, sat
together and talked on a
Saturday night at a recent high
school game in Indiana.
Afterward, they went to a
restaurant and talked SO'lle
more. Henson a te a sandwich.
Knight, who loves ice cream,
ordered a milkshake - and
picked up the tab.
"Sure" said Henson "He
always 'does. He's got the
monev ."
Wonder what the two would
have said to each other had

they known that the next day
Illinois' Nick Anderson would
nail one of the s, unning shots of
the season. It was a 30-footer
that was still in the air when
tile final buzzer sounded. It
gave the IIlbi a victory at
Indiana and tne No.1 seed for
the NCAA regional.
Two seconds before, the
Hoosiers' Jay Edwards had
looped in a fall-away jumper
over the backboard to tie the
score at fi7-f,7. If shots were
rated as dives are, by degree
of difficulty, Edwards would
have received a higher score
than Anderson.
See HOOSiER, Pl'ge 23

Wet weather threatening Saluki baseball game
By Troy Taylor
StaftWriter

Eleven seasons have come
and gone since the baseball
team played Arkansas State,
and if the typically wet spring
weather doesn't cooperate, it
could be even longer before
they meet again.
Rains earlier in the week
could halt tudity's 1 p.m.
doubleheader at State
University, Ark., and Thursday's 2:30 p.m. game against
SouO;ea~t Missouri in Cape
Girardea U, Mo.
While tOle Saluhl! hold a 37-9
series advantage and swept a
doubleheader 3-1 and 5-2 from
the Indians back k 1978, ancient hisl.ory is not exacUy
Coach Itchy JODt'Jl' immediate
concern.
That's especially true when
bis predominanUy freshman

"We 've got to get a win and at the same ti,77e keep
working these younger kids in the lineup, "
-R'cha,rj Jones

pitching staff had an average
age oi II the last bme SIU-C and
Arkansas State scufft'd
basebails. However, the
inexperience of his entire
team, position players as well
as pitchers, still is on his mind.
"We've got to get a win and
at the fame time keep working
these youn8er kids in the
linpup.," said Jones, whose
!Gam its coming off a 4-7 start in
Coral Gables, Fla. "Mllybe
we' Jl even start some."
Am~ the freshman pitchers that showed promise on
the spring trip were Sean
Bergman, Ryan McWillialDf
and Bryan OeI!t>:eich.
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Bergman (1-1), a 6-4
righthal'rier out of Joliet
Catholic High School, made
one start in three appearances
and had eight strikeouts and a
0.81 earned run average
through 11-3 innings.
McW:Iliams (1-1), 6-0
righthander from Crete-Monee
High School, has a 7.50 ERA
after 7 2·3 innings while
Oestreich (0.1), a 6-3 lefthander from Greenville High
School, was on the mounli for 8
2·3 innings.
Overall, with the team ERA
at 6.43, Jones wants more
accountElbility from his pitchers.

"These pitchers have yet t(l .300. Shields, whose first home
develop, and some will come ~ in centerfield, has a teamon. They have to show it "igb .425 average, followed by
consistently. When they throw freshman shortsto~ Kurt
strikes and we make the plays, Endebrock's .33'3, catcher
we're a good team," Jones Matt Giegling's .333, and
junior Tim Davis'302.
said.
Shields has been parJuniors Doug Shields a:ld
Chris Bend, along with ticularly potent, holding team
highs
in runs (3). hits (17),
sophomort' Dale Meyer,
performed fairly well in doubles (5) and stolen bases
(5),
starting roles, combining for a
2-3 record.
Looking ahead to Thursday's
Offensively, Jones is pleased game: Southeast Missouri has
with the team's ,310 batting a 6-5 record, including a HI
avera~e,
though the 68 mark at home. The team was
strikeouts (6.2 per game) 2-4 during its spring swing
disturbs him.
through Tampa.
"We strikeout too much,"
Because
Southeast
Jones said. "But I'm glad Missouri's Tuesday game at
we've got some hitters who are Quincy was snowed out, the
consistently making contact."
SaluklS could expect to fAce
Of the eight position players Lee Lummus 0-2), c; senior
that started nine or more
games, fOW' are batting over See WEATHER. Pagll 23

